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ABSTRACT

In this thesis we develop a model for the long-time horizontal circulation in a shallow

lake. The goal is to have a model that can capture the large-scale features of the

circulation yet can be run quickly and cheaply.

We start with shallow water models and add relevant physical terms: Coriolis

force, wind shear, bottom drag, viscosity, and nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.

The resulting equations are similar to the two-dimensional Navier Stokes equations

and can be analyzed with similar methods. We pose the equations in a weak form

and show that they are well-posed.

We then discretize the equations. We use the finite element method for the spatial

discretization and show that our choice of elements satisfies stability criteria.

Next we test our model. We first consider problems with analytically tractable

behavior and verify that our model produces correct results. Then we model Lake

Erie, both with no wind and with a steady wind. We compare the results of our model

to experimentally obtained measurements of the currents. Our results compare well

under conditions of no wind or of steady wind, but not as well when the wind is

variable.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

This dissertation develops and numerically implements models of horizontal circula-

tion in large bodies of freshwater. Because they transport nutrients and contaminants,

currents have a considerable effect on the ecosystem. Knowledge of currents is use-

ful, for example, in fishery management or in developing strategies for remediation

of pollution. Direct measurement of currents is quite difficult, however, particularly

of those below the surface, and long-term studies of mean currents are few. Belet-

sky et al. [10] summarize studies of circulation patterns on the Great Lakes, and

one of those studies, Saylor and Miller [58], briefly describes some of the difficulties

encountered in measuring the currents throughout Lake Erie, including devices that

were defective and moorings that were moved by fishing boats or lost to the lake.

Running a detailed numerical model is far less expensive and time-consuming than

taking whole lake measurements. Consequently, numerical models are implemented.

Also, various features and forces can be isolated in a numerical model to under-

stand their role in the circulation. Such studies can aid in the understanding of how

other processes affect the currents. A numerical model also allows researchers to ex-

periment with various conditions that might not be observed on actual lakes but are

still worth investigating. Studies of this nature include historical or prehistorical lake

conditions, or the affects of climate change.

1.2 Numerical Models

Probably the most advanced hydrodynamic lake modeling system in use, especially

for the Great Lakes, is the Great Lakes Forecasting System, developed by the NOA A
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Great Lakes Environmental Research Lab and Ohio State University (see Schwab

and Bedford [60] for a description). This system uses the hydrodynamic model first

developed at Princeton's Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) by Blum-

berg and Mellor [14] to compute the three-dimensional velocity and temperature

distributions as well as the lake surface height. The GFDL model starts with the full

incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with a conservation equation for temperature.

It uses the hydrostatic assumption, which reduces the vertical momentum equation to

a balance between the vertical pressure gradient and the gravity, and the Boussinesq

approximations, which assumes the density is constant except in the bouyancy term.

It also incorporates the Coriolis force, vertical eddy diffusivity, and a parametrized

horizontal diffusivity, with boundary conditions of wind stress and solar heating at

the free surface and bottom drag along the lake floor.

Our goal in this project is to develop a model that will capture the long-terni

behavior of lake circulation. Our model will not be as detailed as the GFDL model,

but it will still have the important physics and, we hope, run faster arid more cheaply.

Such a model will be suitable for studies where the circulation patterns over weeks

or months are pertinent.

As with the GFDL model, we use the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations

and include nonlinear advection, the Coriolis force, horizontal viscosity, wind stress,

bottom drag, and nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, but we omit the thermody-

namics. We take advantage of the fact that the ratio of the length scale of vertical

disturbances to that of horizontal disturbances is very small, and that the advective

time scale is much longer than the time scale for surface waves. These combined with

an ansatz of columnar motion allow us to reduce to a two-dimensional shallow water

model. Also, we will assume that fluctuations in the surface height are small, so that

for long time scales the surface height is slaved to the dynamics of the velocity. This

last assumption is known as the rigid lid approximation.

These approximations eliminate some of the physics of the system, but they offer
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advantages in modeling. With the shallow water approximation, the vertical structure

is eliminated, but the reduction from a three-dimensional system to a two-dimensional

system greatly simplifies the model and speeds computation time. Even the GFDL

model splits the momentum equations into a vertically integrated model and a full

three-dimensional model, the former updated up to 100 times more frequently than

the latter. The rigid lid assumption eliminates most surface waves, so there will be

little correlation with the height in our model and the height measured on a lake.

However, without these waves, particularly the fast gravity waves we can take much

bigger timesteps.

The resulting model equations have a useful structure, similar to that of the

two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. There is an energy that

is dissipated at a predictable rate and a potential vorticity that, in the absence of

dissipation, is advected with the flow. This similarity allows us to apply much of saine

analysis for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations to our model equations. In

particular, we are able to prove well-posedness of solutions. Some terms, such as the

Coriolis force, the bottom drag, and additional dispersive terms depending on the

topography, have not been included in such analysis before but we have been able to

incorporate them with little difficulty.

We implement the model equations numerically using the finite element method.

This method has been used successfully for modeling fluid flow in a variety of settings;

see, e.g., Gunzburger [35]. We use triangular elements on different grids for the

velocity and surface height that were originally developed for the linear stationary

Stokes equations. These grids satisfy a relation which, when combined with the well-

posedness of the continuous problem, gives us stability of our discrete problem. We

also derive bounds on the difference between the continuous and discrete solutions

which gives us convergence of our discretization method.

We then validate our model using a variety of testcases. For relatively simple

problems where the results can be understood analytically, we find that the model
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reproduces the solution accurately. We also use our model to study the circulation

of Lake Erie and compare our results with direct and laboratory measurements. We

find that in cases of no wind or steady wind there is good agreement between our

results and measurements both in the actual lake and in a physical model.

1.3 Organization of Dissertation

For this thesis a set of shallow water models have been implemented numerically in a

finite element model. The goal is to have a satisfactory numerical model to compute

the long-time circulation patterns, for use in ecological or climatological modeling.

In chapter 2 the model equations are presented. We start with a summary of t he

derivation of the shallow water models. Additional terms are required to make the

model equations physically realistic and numerically stable. In chapter 3 we put these

equations in a weak form and show that they are well-posed.

We present the discretization in chapter 4. This involves choosing finite element

spaces for the velocity and the surface height such that the discrete problem is stable.

Next we validate the numerical algorithm in chapter 5 with testcases that can be

understood analytically. Finally, in chapter 6, we present results of the model using

data from Lake Erie, and compare our results with experimental measurements of the

currents.
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Chapter 2

MODEL EQUATIONS

To construct our model, we start with the lake and great lake equations of Caniassa.

Holm, and Levermore ([20], [21]). These are shallow water-type equations for distur-

bances with long wavelength and slow wave speed, and include variable topography,

employ the rigid lid approximation, and assume columnar or near-columnar motion.

These equations have a structure nearly identical to that of the two-dimensional in-

compressible Euler equations. In particular, these equations have a conserved energy,

an advected potential vorticity, and a Poisson-like equation for the height.

These equations lack important physics, however: the Coriolis force, wind stress,

bottom drag, and viscosity. We can get an idea of the importance of these ternis

by computing their relative sizes using the scales for Lake Erie. Typical scales are a

horizontal velocity scale U of 5 cm/s, a wind speed U„, of 5 m/s, horizontal and vertical

length scales X and D of 40 km and 19 m, a Coriolis parameter f of 9.76 x 10 -5 s -

a wind shear coefficient Ct of 3.03 x 10 -6 , a bottom drag coefficient Cb of 2.0 x 10 -3 ,

and a viscosity u of 100 m2 /s. Using these values, then relative to the inertial terms,

the relative size of the Coriolis term is f X/U = 78.08; that of the wind shear terni is

CI i u2) 64.21; that of the bottom drag term is C3 4.21; and that of viscosity is

  = 0.05. The viscosity term will actually be larger in regions with a large velocity

gradient. Thus, we add these terms to the lake and great lake equations. We also add

nonhomogeneous boundary conditions so that we can incorporate inflow and outflow.

This new set of model equations is structurally similar to the two-dimensional

Navier-Stokes equations. Consequently, much of the analysis for the latter carries

over to the former. In particular, there is a predictable rate of energy dissipation,

a potential vorticity that in absence of dissipation is advected with the flow, and a
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Poisson-like equation for determining the surface height.

A summary of the derivation of the lake and great lake equations is presented in

section 2.1 with the additional terms introduced in section 2.2. The structure of the

resulting equations is discussed in section 2.3.

2.1 Lake and Great Lake Equations

The physical domain is shown in figure 2.1. The horizontal domain is denoted by

S2 and its boundary (possibly with islands) by 0Q. The horizontal coordinates are

denoted by x (x, y) and the vertical coordinate (parallel to the force of gravity) by

z. The horizontal velocity is given by u(x, z, t) = (u(x , z, t), v (x , z, t)), the vertical

velocity by w(x, z, t), and the pressure by p(x, z, t). The height of the water and depth

of the lake are given by the functions z = g(x, t) and z = —B(x), where the reference

height z = 0 is defined as the mean height of the lake, and D is the mean depth of

the lake. For these to be consistently defined we require that 7)(x, t) + B(x) > O. In

fact, for B(x) we require upper and lower bounds B inh, < 13(X) < Bmax , so that there

are no sloping shorelines (or bottomless pits).

We start with the three-dimensional Euler equations, divided here into horizontal

and vertical components:

1
Otu + u•Vu + wOz u + —Vp = 0,

1
atw +u•Vw+tua z w + — Ozp = 0,

(2.1a)

(2.1b)

where the modified pressure p is not pgz, the total pressure plus the hydrostatic
component. The incompressibility condition can be expressed as

V• u + az w = O.	 (2.1c)

We require that fluid moves with the top and the bottom boundaries. This gives

the conditions that w(z = 77) = 2- and w(z = —B) =	 where	 is the material
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z = 0                                 

w
' u                 

z = -D

FIGURE 2.1. Side view of the basin. The amplitude 77 of the wave is exaggerated.
The lateral boundaries are always assumed to be vertical.
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(or total) derivative, at + u•V. This and the condition for the sidewalls and for the

pressure result in the following boundary conditions:

for x E Q and z = ri(x,t),	 w = am +u•v71 ;	 (2.2a)

for x E Q and z = 77(x, t),	 P = P9 71;	 (2.2b)

for x E Q and z = —B(x),	 w = —u•Vb;	 (2.2c)

for x E 0S-2 and — B(x) < z < 71(x, t), un = O. 	(2.2d)

where n is the unit outward normal.

To determine the leading order behavior we scale all quantities to produce 0(1)

dimensionless variables. We use U and W to denote the typical horizontal arid vertical

velocity scales, X and D to denote the typical horizontal and vertical length scales.

H to the denote the typical height disturbance scale, and P to denote the typical

pressure scale. Using lower case letters for the new dimensionless variables equations

2.1 become

U 	U2 	UW	 1 P
—

T
utu + —u•Vu + 	

D 
tv'oz u + —	 p = 0,

X	 p

UW	 1472
at w + 	 u V w + 

D w 
—
1

—
P 

p —
T	 X	 z 	 Daz-

..ç7 • u + j az w = 0,

while the boundary conditions 2.2 become

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)

H
for x E Q and Dz -= Hii(x,t),	 I/17w = —

T
ot h +

UH
u Vq; (2.4a)

X

for x E Q and Dz = 1-171(x,t),	 Pp = pg fhl ;	 (2.4b)

UD 
for x E Q and Dz = —DB(x),	 W w ---= 	 u Vb ;	 (2.4c)

X

for x E aQ and — DB(x) < Dz < Thl(x,t), u•n = O. 	(2.4d)

Now we need to determine the proper relationships between these scales. We

first require that both the horizontal and vertical divergence in the incompressibility



equation are of the same order, so

U W

X D •

Next, we specify the time scale of interest to be the advective time scale,

19

(2.5)

(2.6)

the time it takes the fluid to travel the typical horizontal length scale.

Next. we introduce some dimensionless parameters and balance ternis. First t he

aspect ratio 6 is defined to be the ratio of vertical and horizontal scales.

(2.7)

The problem we are considering assumes that the basin is shallow, so the value of S

small, and horizontal process will dominate the flow. Also, the bottom is assumed t o

be slowly varying, so VB = 0(6). We want the pressure to enter into the horizontal

momentum equation at leading order, so we have

P 	pu2.	 (2.8)

We define the Fronde number € as

E = (2.9) 
VgD

the ratio of the advection speed to the gravity wave speed. We consider low Fronde

number flow, so that the advection speed is much slower than the gravity wave speed.

Also, we consider the amplitude of disturbances relative to the depth. H/D, to be

very low, and in fact assume the balance

H = 62.	 (2.10)
D

This gives the rigid lid approximation, which eliminates gravity waves. These waves

are faster than disturbances of interest, and have little effect on the current. Moreover.
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eliminating them is also computationally desirable, because now we do not have to

resolve the short time scale of these waves.

Using these relations among the scalings gives the following set of equations:

Ou + u• Vu + wOz u + Vp = 0, (2.11a)

(5 2 (w + u•Vw +waz w)+ Ozp = 0, (2.11b)

V • u + azip = 0,

with boundary conditions

= € 2 (307for x E S2 and z = € 2 77(x , t),	 w	 + u•Vq);

(2.11e)

(2.I2a)

for x E S2 and z = E 2 7)(x,t),	 P = 71 ; (2.12b)

for x E S2 and z = —B(x),	 w = —u•Vb; (2.12e)

for x E 0S-2 and — B(x) <z < c 2 77(x, t),	 u • n = O. (2.12d)

To get the leading order behavior we consider f	 0, which is the rigid lid ap-

proximation, and 6 —> 0, which is the shallow water limit. Under those assumptions

the vertical momentum equation becomes

azp = o,

so p = p(x , t). We also have that at z = 0, p = 77, so we can make the substitution

p(x , t) = 77(x , t). Inspection of the horizontal momentum equation now shows that

if u is initially independent of z, it will be so for all time. We thus make that

assumption, known as columnar motion. Then the incompressibility condition and

the top boundary condition give w = —zV• u. If we apply this formula at z = — b.

we have

bV • u = —u • Vb,
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or more simply, V. (bu) = O. Thus we have the so-called lake equations.

Otu + u•V u + V7) = O. (2.13a)

V • (bu) = O,

on 32,	 u•n = 0 .

(2.13b)

(2.13e)

The lake equations are nearly identical to the two-dimensional incompressible

Euler equations, with the only differences being that the gradient of the pressure

has been replaced with the gradient of the surface height and the incompressibility

condition is weighted by the topography B. The removal of gravity waves in the lake

equations due to the rigid lid approximation is similar to the removal of acoustic

waves in the Euler equations due to incompressibility.

Though not shown here, the derivation of the great lake equations expands the

variables to first order in (5 2 , assumes that E = o(6 2 ) so that the limit f —> 0 can again

be taken, and then considers the vertically averaged velocity field ft = ft (°) +
Dropping the bar, the resulting equations are

Otu c; + u•Vu G + (Vu)uG + V(77 — —
2

1u1 2 ) = 0,

V • (bu) = 0,

on 0Q, u-n = 0,

where

UG U ' S-
9
 B 2 77 • U.

6

The lake and great lake equations have several interesting properties, mostly due

to their similarity to the two-dimensional Euler equations. Most of the mathematical

results concerning the two-dimensional Euler equations can be applied to the lake

and great lake equations. The main differences which require consideration is the
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weighting of the incompressibility condition by B and the additional dispersive ternis

in the great lake equations. As shown in [20] and [21], these equations have a conserved

energy and an advected potential vorticity, and in fact have a Hamiltonian structure.

Well-posedness of solutions to these equations has been shown in [46] and [47]. and

analyticity of solutions with periodic boundary conditions and smooth initial data

has been shown in [45]. Again analogous to the two-dimensional Euler equations. the

great lake equations conserve the energy fç2 u • uGBdS2, and advect the potential

vorticity 13 -1 V A u".

The rigid lid approximation limits the model but offers advantages as well. Be-

cause the surface height is slaved to the velocity, most wave phenomena such as

gravity waves and seiches are eliminated. For lakes, these waves often dominate sin'-

face height measurements, so such measurements may have little correlation withh t he

predicted heights in a rigid lid model. However, eliminating these waves allows for a

larger timestep to be taken. Moreover, Sheng et al. [65], comparing three-dimensional

free surface and rigid lid models, concluded that while rigid lid models will quickly

tend towards a steady state, for disturbances on time scales greater than about half

a day, the two models had comparable results.

2.2 Additional Terms

Some important physics has been neglected in the lake and great lake equations. If

we are to use our model to study currents in lakes as big as the Great Lakes we must

include four additional terms to the momentum equations: Coriolis force, wind stress,

bottom drag, and viscosity. The Coriolis force incorporates the effect of the rotation

of the Earth; the wind stress allows for the wind drag to affect and generate circulation

patterns; the bottom drag incorporates the damping due to friction along the bottom

surface; and the viscosity, similar to eddy viscosity observed in large bodies of water,

acts as internal friction and allows energy to dissipate so that the numerical algorithm
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is stable. Also, we include nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.

2.2.1 Coriolis Force

When studying fluid flows on Earth, particularly those with large length and time

scales, it is necessary to consider the effect of the Earth's rotation. This is done here.

resulting in the addition of the Coriolis force to the momentum equation.

We consider a vector (r, r 3 ) in a reference frame that is rotating about the axis

with angular velocity Q. Observed from an inertial frame, the total rate of change of

(r, 1 3 ) is the rate of change of (r, r3 ) as observed in the rotating frame plus the rate

of change effected by the rotation of the reference frame. Thus,

d(r,r 3 )	 d(r,r3)
dt 	i 	dt  

+ Qk A (r, r 3 ), (2.15)  

where the subscripts / and R mean that the quantities are observed in the inertial

and rotating reference frames, respectively, k is the unit vector along the positive

axis, arid the operator A is the three-dimensional vector-valued cross product. The

horizontal components of this relation can be written as

dr
dt

dr
dt  

— Qr , (2.16)  

where (v 1 , v2 )--L = (v2 , —v 1 ). If (r, r3 ) is a position vector, then because "li (r, r 3 ) ' i and

(r, r3)1R are velocities (u 1 , w i ) and (u R , w R ), respectively, we have

= u R — Qr 1 .	 (2.17)

However, equation 2.16 holds

du

for u 1 as well,

= —
d

(u R — Qr -L )

so

— Q(u R — Qr 1 ) 1
dt dt

du R c1S2
(2.18)

R
r — 2Qu	 - Q2 r,

dt R	 dt

where we have used the fact that (r -L ) -L = — r.
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In our models we already have the first term, the rate of change of u as observed

on Earth. For the second term, the rate of change of Q is so small that it can he

neglected. The fourth term is the centripetal acceleration and can be written as

Q2r _	 7

where

Q2
= —

2
171 2 .

This potential '0, thus can be incorporated into the gravitational potential, arid hence

this term appears as an "adjustment" to the gravitational force.

Finally, the term —274- is the Coriolis acceleration. It is not negligible and cannot

generally be written as a gradient. In fact, many large scale oceanographic and

atmospheric flows can often be understood as a balance of the Coriolis acceleration

and the pressure gradient.

Finally, if we transform u R from a Cartesian reference frame to u in a spherical

reference frame, measured along lines of latitude and longitude, with 9 denoting

the angle of latitude, then we have that, restricted to its latitude and longitude

components,

—2Q74- = —2Q sin Oul .

The result is that currents in the Northern Hemisphere will be deflected to the right of

their motion, while currents in the Southern Hemisphere will be deflected to the left

of their motion. The amount of deflection will be greatest at the poles and weakest

at the equator.

The coefficient f = 2Q sin 0 is called the Coriolis parameter. If the domain under

consideration has little latitudinal variation, f may be assumed to be constant; this

is the f-plane approximation. This is the approximation that is used in this study.

and the term added to the momentum equation is f ui . When nondimensionalized,

this term becomes -1-u 1 , where E R =
ER
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Another common approximation for the Coriolis parameter is 2S2 sin 0 	f + 3y.

owhere y is the distance from some reference latitude Ho and /3 = 2Q cs 0,, where r,,

is the radius of the Earth. The /3 term can make significant effects in the dynamics

for larger basins; see, e.g., [54]. The basins we consider here have little latitudinal

variation. For Lake Erie, the latitudinal span is 41.38° to 42.91°, which gives the

Coriolis parameter a variation of +1.5% from its value at the reference angle of'

42.15°.

2.2.2 Wind Stress

When wind is present at the surface, it applies a stress Tri to the water. This stress

results in a forcing represented on the right side of the momentum equation as 7-71/3a,B,

where p,, is the density of the water. The stress itself depends on the difference of the

velocity of the wind, u, and the velocity of the water. Exactly what that dependence

is may be difficult to determine, but frequently the empirical formula

7-0 = Ct* pa 121, w — (Uw — IL)

is used, where pa is the density of air. The drag coefficient Ct* can vary with environ-

mental conditions or wind speed, but is often set to a constant value in the range of

1 x 10 -3 to 3 x 10 -3 ; see, e.g., [43] or [66]. For this study we use C t* = 2.5 x 10 3 .

The expression above is rarely used in practice because it is computationally

unwieldy. Moreover, wind speeds are typically on the scale of 5 m/s, while current

speeds are typically 5 cm/s. The fractional difference between the two difference

formulations will then be on the order of 2lu i, 1/1u1 = 2 x 0.05/5 = 0.02. Thus we use

expression

= C pa uw uw

instead to evaluate the wind stress. The nondimensional term added to the itionien-



turn equations 2.13a and 2.14a is

C Pa 	
U2 B

2 6

(2.19)

To simplify this expression, we set Ct =	 . Using the value Pa/Pa, = 0.00121 gives

Ct = 3.02 x 10 -6 .

2.2.3 Bottom Drag

The bottom drag is very similar to the wind in that it applies a stress to the fluid. T„,

which then introduces the term T-B /p,,B to the right side of the momentum equation.

As with the wind stress, we use the empirical relation that y„ is proportional to

— ul(u B — u), where the velocity of the bottom surface u }, = O. Thus,

TB = — CbPw1U1U

Generally, Cb depends on the roughness of the bottom and on other properties of the

bottom boundary layer (see reference [43]). Here we use the value Cb = 2.0 x

The nondimensional term that is added to the momentum equations 2.13a arid 2.14a

is

Cb121111

6 B

2.2.4 Viscosity

There are two reasons for adding viscosity to the momentum equations. First, on

physical grounds, energy will dissipate, albeit slowly, due to internal friction. Sec-

ond, viscosity can stabilize a numerical scheme so that unphysically high frequency

oscillations are taken out of the system.

Unlike the other terms added so far, the viscosity term will significantly alter the

structure of the equations. In particular, they will no longer conserve energy, and
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as the new equations will be of a higher degree, new boundary conditions must be

imposed on the velocity.

This viscosity is not the molecular viscosity, which is isotropic, j. e., all directions

are equivalent. Rather, it is an eddy viscosity, parameterizing the effects of subgrid

eddies not resolved in the discretization. Because our discretization has an anisotropy

between the horizontal and vertical length scales, we anticipate a similar anisotropy

in this viscosity.

A standard approach used to incorporate viscosity into the Euler equations, such

as in reference [7], is to write it as the divergence of the so-called deviatoric stress

tensor. This tensor is, in turn, expressed as a linear function of the strain rate tensor,

which describes the deformation of a fluid element through stretching and contracting.

The strain rate tensor, derived from the gradient of velocity, must be symmetric;

otherwise it would give rise to a rotation of a fluid element. Also, as the fluid is

incompressible, the trace of this tensor is O. Thus, we express the strain rate tensor

in this symmetric traceless form:

Vu + (Vu) T — (V. u + 0,002	 Ozu + (VO T

5 =
(Oz u) T + Vw	 20,w — —

2
(V. u + 0,w)

3

where /2 is the two dimensional identity tensor.

For the stress tensor, we assume that is also symmetric and traceless, so that it

does not give rise to rotations or violate the incompressibility condition. Because we

are considering a shallow domain, where the vertical scale is much smaller than the

horizontal scale, we cannot expect isotropy, but we can assume horizontal isotropy. In

particular, our relation between the strain rate and stress tensors is invariant under

rotations about the vertical axis and under reflections about a plane containing the

vertical axis. Incorporating these conditions leads to relation for the stress tensor



with 3 degrees of freedom:

t i (Vu + (Vu) T — V • u /2 ) + (V u — 20,02 t3(3 z u + (V w) T )

T =
t3((Ozu )T + Vw)

2t2 
(20z w — V • u)

3

28

(2.20)

The t, are independent constant viscosity coefficients.

The quadratic form associated with this gives the dissipation rate. It is

f f: •T • SdzdQ

f
B -pvu + (vu) T -v u 121 2 +	 u 23z0 2 + t3

In this expression the differential dS2 is shorthand for dxdy.

au + V 2 (1.'" dS2.

(2.21)

This form is clearly

positive-definite when the coefficients t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 are all nonnegative. If we assume

that each of the t i enter at the same order and use the assumptions of incompressibility

(az w = —V • u) and of columnar motion (u = u(x)), then the above form becomes

2
r € ti
j
	

-- Vu (VU)T-V• U /21 2 3t2(V• u) 2 + S 2 t3 1Vw1 2 dz
12
_B 	 .

Note that we have divided out the scale factor of U 3 XB common to all terrils. Finally,

taking the limits of €	 0 and 6T —+ 0 gives

—t21 1Vu + (Vu)T_ u/2 2 + 3t2 (V• u) 2 dz dQ

= f B[—ti 1Vu + (VU) T — V • U /21 2 ± 3t2(V • U) 2 ]dQ (2.22)
Ç-2	 2

An integration by parts guides us to an appropriate viscosity term and boundary

condition:

u. [t i (V • (BVu ) + V. (B(Vu) T ) — V(BV • u)) + 3t2V(BV • u)1(1Q

+ f u• [t i n. (Vu + (Vur - — V • u /2) + 3t2nV • Id B ds (2.23)
as/
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If we set the viscosity to the term in brackets in the area integral, then the above

quadratic form will naturally arise in the weak form of the equations. Thus, we set

the viscosity term to

1 
[t i (V• (Vu) + V• (B(Vu) T ) — V(BV• u)) + 3t2 V(BV• u)] .	 (2.24)

We choose the boundary condition along aQ so that the boundary integral above will

vanish. Thus we have the choice of boundary conditions

u = 0 or t i n•(Vu + (Vu) T V• u /2 ) + 3t 2 nV• u = 0 .

The first condition is a no-slip dirichlet condition, appropriate for a sidewall, while

the second condition is a no-stress condition, appropriate for an open boundary, such

as an inflow or outflow boundary. Further discussion of boundary conditions is in the

next subsection and in appendix C.

The t 1 component of the expression 2.24 is identical to a viscosity terni developed

in [71], and also used in [63], where it is introduced to the shallow water equations

based on energy considerations. In practice, we will use this component and neglect

the t2 component, because the t 1 component can be identified as the two-dimensional

stress tensor, while the t 2 component is not as clearly related to a physical quantity.

Thus the viscosity term in the momentum equations 2.13a and 2.14a is

—
1 

V• [v(BVu + B(Vu) T — By. u!2 )]. 	(2.23)

Because this viscosity is artificial, we will not try to connect the coefficient to the

Reynolds' number, but for each grid we will make y as small as possible while st

insuring stability of the numerical method.

2.2.5 Boundary Conditions

Because the viscosity we are adding has second-order derivatives, we need to modify

the boundary conditions. In particular, we need to add another boundary condition
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for u. One possibility is to specify the tangential velocity u • t = 0, where t is the

unit vector parallel to the boundary. More generally, though, we are interested not

in a closed basin but one with rivers feeding in and flowing out of it. Thus, we will

specify the velocity on the boundary with the condition

ulaQ = g(x) .

In practice we will set u = 0 along side walls and specify the inflow and outflow rates

at open boundaries. A compatibility is required for g, however. By the divergence

theorem we have

V. (Bu)ds =	 u•n sds =	 g•n Bds.
OS1	 asz

Because of the incompressibility condition, this requires that

g • ri Bds = O.

We determine g by dividing the volumetric flow rate by the cross-sectional area of

the inflow channel, data which is usually available for major rivers. The measurement s

for net inflow and net outflow may differ, as the water can also rise due to precipit at ion

or runoff, and fall due to evaporation or consumption. For a large basin, though, these

differences tend to be small and can be neglected.

Other boundary conditions can be considered. In particular, a popular condition

for outflow boundaries is an open, or no stress, boundary condition, which involves

the gradient of the velocity. These boundary conditions and problems encountered

with them are discussed in appendix C. Also we could let g be time-dependent. as

long as the compatibility condition was satisfied. Ultimately, though, we found that

the condition ul as-2 = g(x) gave acceptable answers for the problems we considered.



2.3 Modified Model Equations

Incorporating all the additional terms to the great lake equations gives

Ot uG + u.VuG + (Vu)uG +	 — —
2

1'111 2 ) — 
1

u
11

en.
Ct L1;20 ju t,	 b 1 11 1 11 + 1

V [11 (BV	 B(V 11) T — BV • 1 L 12)1,
6 U 2 B	 6 B	 B

V • (bu) = 0,	 (2.261))

where

with boundary conditions

2=U+ —

6
0 B vv=c-7 •u, (2.26c)

=	 where	 g • n ds = 0. 	(2.26d)
J an

As noted before, if 6 = 0 this reduces to the modified lake equations. Also, when

B is constant this is identical to the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations (with rotation, wind stress, and bottom drag). Thus, as seen in the next

chapter, much of the analysis done for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

will be applied to these equations. The differences in the analysis arise from the

6 2 terms in the great lake equations and the bottom drag term, which will require

additional analysis.

As should be expected, some of the properties of the great lake equations have

been altered with introduction of new terms. To examine their structure. we first

note, as shown in [21], that relation 2.26c can be written as

B 2
BU G =Bu ± 0 - [--

3
v (3 - v • u) — —

2 
v(B 2 u• vB) —

2 
v • u)VB B(L• VB)VB1

= ( B )u,

31

(2.26a)

(2.27)
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where the operator	 is positive-definite and self-adjoint for B > 0, and hence invert-

ible. If we rewrite equation 2.26a as

at uG + V77 + F(u, uG ) = O,

where F(u, uG ) contains all the remaining terms, and apply .C' (B)B , we get

at u +	 (13) (BV 71) + L - 1 (B) F (u , u G ))= O.

Next, multiplying by B, taking the divergence, and using condition 2.26b gives

y. [B.C -1 (B)(BV77)1 + y. [BL -1 (B)(BF(u,u G ))] = O.

The operator acting on 77 is a self-adjoint operator, so this Poisson-like equation allows

us to compute 77.

The great lake equations originally conserved an energy EGL = f0 21.11 BdS2. To

see what the dissipation rate for this energy is with the additional terms, we derive

As in [21], we note that using relation 2.27 and condition

u.at uG B = Pat [B(-2 1U1 2 -6 (u.VB) 2)1 + V. (B 3 u3t (V. u)) .
1	 1

If we consider a closed basin with no inflow or outflow (4)0 = 0), then integrating

the above equation of the domain gives
62

u•at uG BdQ = —d f ( -1 1u1 2 + —
6

(u•VB) 2 )BdS2
dt	 2

However, as shown in [47], using equation 2.27 and integrating by parts gives

u•uG BdS2 = f (lur + —62 (u•VB) 2 )BdS2
3

Thus we have

d
— EGL	 fU•UG dS2
dt	 dt 2

d

2 dt L( 1u12	(u

— f u- at uG BdQ
Jo

V B ) 2 ) BdS-2

d 77an equation for -E( GL•

2.26b we have
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Thus, in the case of no forcing, if we multiply equation 2.26a by Bu and integrate by

parts, we get (see appendix B)

d r,	 1
U•atUGBa2

dt	 2
vf	 Cb

	=
2 

LIVu + (V/L) T – .12V • I.L1 2 BdQ – —	 1 71 1 2 (19 •

The terms on the right represents the dissipation of energy. Because they are negative-

definite, the energy in the system cannot grow unless there is some forcing.

Finally, we consider the vorticity w = 13 -1 VA ti, G . Here we will again consider no

inflow or outflow or wind forcing, and we will also neglect the viscous and bottom

drag terms. Thus, we have only the terms originally in the great lake equations plus

the Coriolis term. As shown in [47], applying B -1 \7A to the original terms gives

at w + u • Vw, while the Coriolis term goes to — ER1 H V u. Thus, the new equation for

the vorticity is

Ot w t	 U • VLUt ------- O,

where

This new vorticity is analogous to the shallow water potential vorticity; see, e.g., [53 ] .

As consequence of the addition of planetary vorticity, the current will now tend to

flow along lines of constant B, so that bi t remains constant.

Before continuing to the discretization of these equations, we make some remarks.

First, the additional terms were added after the asymptotic reduction from the three-

dimensional Euler equations to the two-dimensional great lake equations. A more

satisfactory treatment would include these terms in the three-dimensional model and

then perform the asymptotic reduction. This process was attempted with the viscosity

terni with inconclusive results.
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Also, there may be better boundary conditions to use along the sidewalls than

the Dirichlet conditions currently used. Because only large scale currents are being

modeled, the tangential velocity need not be zero. This problem is discussed in [54 ] .

Circulation models similar to ours have been studied. See [59] for a good historical

summary of modeling efforts. Hamblin [37] and Murty and Rao [49] developed linear

steady-state rigid lid models, with the latter model applied to conditions for each

of the Great Lakes. The model used by Liggett [48] was similar but retained the

linear advective term to study unsteady circulation patterns. Birchfield and NIurty

[13] dropped the rigid lid approximation to study Lakes Michigan and Huron, while

Schwab et al. [62] developed both rigid-lid and free surface models.
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Chapter 3

ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL

To show well-posedness and to use the finite element method for the spatial dis-

cretization of our model equations we need to cast the model equations in a weak

form. We do this for the steady state model equations with homogeneous boundary

conditions by reformulating the problem in a weak sense and looking for solutions in

the appropriate Sobolev function spaces.

We next need to show that solutions of this weak formulation of the problem are

well-posed, i.e., that solutions exist and are unique. We present the theorem which

gives well-posedness of solutions of the weak problem. This theorem, due to the

work of Leray, was first presented in a complete mariner in Ladyshenskaya [44], but

we follow the presentation found in Girault and Raviart, [28]. We then show that

our weak formulation satisfies the conditions of this theorem. The criteria required

for existence of solutions are nearly identical to those for the two-dimensional Navier-

Stokes equations, with the addition of the dispersive great lake terms and the Coriolis

and bottom drag terms.

Well-posedness of the lake equations has already been shown in [46] and [47].

There, however, the equations were cast in a vorticity formulation, with the solutions

being the inviscid limit of solutions of a system with an artificial viscosity. These

results cannot be easily used here, though, because we are not using the vorticity for-

mulation, which in the finite element discretization can require higer-order elements

than the primitive (velocity-height) formulation and has more difficult boundary con-

ditions.

Finally we show that the conditions for existence of solutions are still satisfied

when nonhomogeneous boundary conditions are incorporated. The condition for
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uniqueness is modified. This proof also follows from a similar proof in [28] for the

two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, with the addition of the great lake, Coriolis.

and bottom drag terms.

The weak formulation is presented in section 3.1, with an explanation of the

various function spaces. In section 3.2 we show that this system satisfies the criteria

for existence of solutions, with an extra condition for uniqueness. The same is true

when nonhornogeneous boundary conditions are added, as in section 3.3.

3.1 Weak Formulation

In this section we will develop the weak formulation of the problem that will serve

as the foundation of our finite element formulation. We will restrict ourselves to the

time-independent great lake equations with homogeneous boundary conditions.

We consider a domain Q in 112 that has a Lipschitz-continuous boundary OQ and

may be multiply connected. The time-independent great lake equations are

u•Vu + u•V(uG — u) + (Vu)•(uG — u)
1 _L 	Cb

+ VT/ — —u +
eR	 0PB

— —B1) [y. (BN7u) ± V. (B(Vu) T ) — 77(371. u) f
in Q,

(3.1)

V • (Bu) =

u = 0 on aQ

Recall that u is the two-dimensional horizontal velocity field, 77 the surface height, f

the forcing (from, say, the wind), B E C l (Q) the bottom topography with the bounds

0 < Bm < B < BM, and uG the field given by

uG u 1 62B2v (v u )

6

In order to develop a weak formulation we need to define the appropriate function

spaces, their norms, and functionals on these spaces. First, we denote the usual LP(Q)

spaces as

LP ( Q) =	 : ff2 v 1PdQ < cxp l.
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These spaces have the norm

IHILP	 (f	 d9

) 1/p

More generally, for m > 0 and 1 < p < cc, we denote by Iirm'P(Q) the space

wm"P(Q) { v E LP (Q); aav E LP(Q) VH< 7r/I

In the above, a =	 a2), with the a i being nonnegative integers, 0" =	 and

a t + a 2 . These spaces have the norm

111)11m,p =	
(Elcd< m,
	

)11p	

for 1 < p < oc ,

maxi a l <rn (esssup Q Oa V 1)	 for p = oc.

When p = 2, we use the notation H(Ç2) = 1/17m'P(S2) and Extending=

this shorthand to m = 0, we use vUo to denote the L2 (S2) norm of 

11.:Irt,2•

The inner product (u, y) is defined as

(u, v) = f uydS2

If we consider y to be any element of Win'P(S2), then the set of distributions u for

which

(u, y) < co

for all v E Wm 'P(Q) is called the dual of WIn'P(Q). This dual space is denoted

14'''P'(S2), where -71, + 1 17 = 1. This space has the norm

=	 sup	
(u, v)

vewm , P(ç) Hullrn,p

More precisely, if Di(S2) is the set of distributions acting on infinitely differentiable

functions with compact support, then

	T/V -rn ' Pi (Q) = fu E IY(Q) :	 <
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The Soboley imbedding theorems can be found in appendix A.

For real s > 0, the space Hs(R2 ) can be defined by

Hs(R2) = fu E L 2 (R2 ) : (1 + 11k11 2 ) 2 it(k) E L 2 ( 11:12c)} •

where û(k) is the Fourier transform of u. This space has the norm

u Hs ,R2 = [Ilufl + (1+ II k 11 2 )s/ 2 1111( k ) r 2

For an open subset Q of R2 we can define H 2 (Q) by

H 5 (Q) = fu E L 2 ( -2) : ]u' E H s (R2 )} such that u'I Q =

with the norm

= 
u'Ells(R2),u'In=u

inf

When s is an integer this norm is equivalent to the norm defined earlier. In our work

the value of these spaces is due to a trace theorem (see [1]) which states that, given

a bounded domain Q in R2 with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary, the restriction of

a function 'u in I-1 1 (Q) to the boundary 3 S2 is in fl i12 (0Q).

Two spaces that we will use often in this discussion are

0Q) = th E L 2 (Q),LhdS2 =

and

Hd(Q) 2 = {v E 1/ 1 (Q) 2 ,vlasz = 0 } .

Due to the restriction of 1-4(Q) on the boundary and the Poincaré inequality, the

seminorm

(f I 3x u 12 ± ayu 1 2 dQ

'

is actually a norm, and is the norm that we will use for this space.
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Next, we define the following forms:

a(w; u, y) = ao (u, y) + a l (w; u, y) + a2 (w; u, y) + a 3 (u, y) + a 4 (w; u, y)	 (3.2)

and

	b(u, n) = f nv • ( Bu) ciS2	 (3.3)

where

v f
ao (u, y)

2 h [vu + (vu)T -	 : [vv + (vv)T - v • vldB c1S2 , (3.4)

(w; u, y) = f (w • Vu) • vB dS-2 ,	 (3.5)

a2 (w; u, y) = f (w G — w)(v-Vu — u•Vy)BdS -2	 (3.6)

1
a3 (u, y) =	 u1.yBdS2 ,	 (3.7)

ER S2

C b
a4 (w; u, v)	 f 1w1u•vdS2	 (3.8)

In the expression for ao (u, y), we have that (Vu),j =	 = (5.0 = 1 iff = j, 0
i2s= E 32.=otherwise), and gij :	 gijhji. The weak form of the steady-state great

lake equations is then the following:

Problem 1. Given f E 1-1 -1 (Q) 2 , find u E H(Q) 2 and 77 E L(Q) such that

a(u; u, it) — WU, 77) = (f, it) for every it E H (Q) 2 	(3.9a)

	

b(u,	 = 0 for every i) E QQ).	 (3.9b)

It is clear that any solution of equation 3.1 will be a solution of equation 3.9. Sim-

ilarly, any solution of 3.9 with sufficient smoothness so the the appropriate derivatives

exist will also be a solution to equation 3.1. However, solutions of equation 3.9 with-

out such sufficient smoothness do not make sense as solutions of 3.1. Thus, classical

solutions of 3.1 are called strong solutions, while solutions of Problem 1 are called

weak solutions.



3.2 Existence and Uniqueness

In this section we examine existence and uniqueness of the equations 3.9. We kill

state the theorems guaranteeing existence and uniqueness of solutions for a general

problem, and then show that our equations satisfy the criteria for existence and state

the condition for uniqueness.

	

We consider two Hilbert spaces X and M, with norms '11x and	 Al'lill 	respectively.

We also introduce a bilinear continuous form b(v, 77) : X x M R, and a fOrtn

a(w; u, //) : X x X x X —> It such that for any w E X, a(w; •, •) is a bilinear

continuous form.

Then we pose the following problem:

Problem 2. Given f E X', find u E X and ri E M such that

a(u; u,	 —	 = (f, û)	 VU E X, 	(3.10a)

b(u,	 =0	 Vf/EM.	 (3.10h)

It is useful to introduce the linear operators A(w) E ,C(X; X') for w in X, and

B E (X; Ai') defined by the following relations:

(A(w)u, v) H = a(w; u, v)	 Vu,v E X,

(Bu,	 = b(u, 77)	 Vu E X ,ii E M.

Similarly, we define B E ,C(M; X') by

(u, B' 77) 3 = b (u, 77)
	

Vu E X , 7-) E M.

Then Problem 3.10 can be reformulated as follows.
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Find (u,z7) EXxM such that

A(u)u —	 = f	 in X',

	

Bu = 0	 in M' .

Because any solution u of problem 3.10 must satisfy equation 3.10b, it is natural

to consider the space

={uE X : b(u, ) = 0 'di) E M} .

We can then associate with problem 3.10 the following problem:

Problem 3. Given f E X', find u E V such that

a(u; u, it) =	 E V .	 (3.11)

By using operator notation, this problem can be restated as follows.

Find u E V such that

7A(U)1L = 7f	 in V',

where the projection operator 'Tr E L(X'; V') is defined by

(7Tf,v) = (f,v)	 Vv E V.

Since the problem at hand is nonlinear, we use the Brouwer fixed-point theorem.

We state this as it applies to problem 3.10; a proof can be found in [28].

Theorem 1. Assume the following hypotheses:
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1. there exists a constant a > 0 such that

a(u; u,	 >	 Vu E V;	 (3.12)

2. the space V is separable and, for all v E V, the mapping u	 a(u; u, y)

is sequentially weakly continuous, i.e., if {um } is a sequence in V such that

u E V weakly in V as in	 oc ) then a(um ; um , v) ---> a(u; u. v) a„s

rn	 co;

3. the bilinear form b(u,q) satisfies the condition

b(u, n )
inf sup 	  > > .
nEmucx Hullx11 7711m

Then there exists at least one solution (u, n) E V xM to problem 3.10.

(3.13)

The first two conditions guarantee that problem 3 will have at least one solution,

while the third insures that for each solution u of problem 3 there exists a n such that

(u, r) is a solution of problem 3.10. Specifically, equation 3.13, known as the inf-sup

condition', guarantees that the space V will not be empty, and that for every solution

u of problem 3 a unique n E m• exists such that (u,77) is a solution of problem 3.10.

It is shown in Lemma 1.4.1 of [28] that condition 3 is equivalent to B being

isomorphic from V', the orthogonal of V in Hd(S2) 2 , onto M', and to B' being

isomorphic from M onto V° = {g E H(Q) 2 ; (g, v) = 0 Vv E Moreover, we

have the bounds

11/23'/-111x' � OH/4m VP C

arid

11BvIlm'	 .3 11v1lx Vv E V',

For uniqueness we state the following theorem. whose proof can also be found in

[28].

'Also referred to as the div- stability condition and as the LBB condition, after its co-discoverers
Ladyzhenskaya, Brezzi, and BabuSka. See [3], [17], or [44]
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Theorem 2. Assume that

1. There exits an a > 0 such that

a(w; v , v) > allvd Vv
, w e
	

(3.14)

2. The mapping w	 7A(w) is locally Lipshitz-continuous, i.e., there exists

	

monotonically nondecreasing function L : R+ 	R+ such that for all p. > O.

	a(w u, y) — a(w 2 ; u, v)I	 — w21Ix
(3.15)

Vu,vEV	 Vtui,tv2 E	 == Ito E	 11114x 5_ Pl.

Then if

(11711111 L (117fIlvi) <1,
2 )

problem 3 has a unique solution in V.

(3.16)

Condition 3.14 along with the Lax-Milgram theorem guarantee that the operator

7A(w) is invertible for each w E V, while conditions 3.15 and 3.16 insure that the

map u (71- A(u)) -1 7rf is a contraction and hence has a unique solution. Note that

in the absence of nonlinear terms, a suitable choice of L(p) is L H- 0, and the last two

conditions are automatically satisfied.

Now that we have the criteria for existence and uniqueness, we consider the prob-

lem at hand, and set X = H(Q) and /If = L6(Q). It is useful to modify the forms

(w; u, y) and a 2 (w ; u, v). They are now defined

a i (w;u, y) = f [(w•Vu)•// — (w•Vy)•ulBdQ,	 (3.17)
2
62

a2 (w; u, y) = —
52 

(w • VB)(VB) • (v • Vu — u• Vy)B 	 .	 (3.18)
3 

The integrations by parts that show the equivalence of the different forms of a (at u, e)

and a 2 (w;u,v) are shown in appendix B. As before, we have a(w; u, y) = a o (u, y) +

a l (w; u, y) + a 2 (w; u, + a 3 (u, 1.7) + a 4 (w; u,



We now show that the conditions of theorem 1 are satisfied. First, note that when

w, u, and y are in V, we have

a i (w;u, y) = —a i (w; v, u) , j = 1,2.	 (3.19)

In particular, a l (w; u,	 = a 2 (w; u, u) = 0. Moreover, a 3 (u, u) = 0 identically, and

a 4 (u; u, u) =	 f lul 3 c1Q > 0. Thus, for the first condition we have

	2 	 Cb	 11'3	a(u;u,u) = a o (u,u) + a.4 (u;u,u) > vi3 ndul l 	> vaudul'i -(5
(3.20)

Hence, condition 1 is satisfied with a = vsm .

For the second condition, let u be in V and {um } be a sequence in V such that

u weakly in V as in —> De.

Since ao (u, y) is topologically equivalent to the H(1(Q) inner product, we have

	him ao (um , v)	 ao (u, v) .	 (3.21)
->•

For a •; • •), note that since Hol (Q) is compactly imbedded into L 2 (Q) we have

that

U rn 	U strongly in L2 as m	 oc.

Now let y be in V, where V	 c(Q) 2 n V and C(7° is the space of all infinitely

differentiable functions with compact support in Q. We want to take the limit of

a(um ; um , y). An integration by parts gives

a l (u rn ; u,„ v) = — f (um • Vv) •urodf2

Note that Vv is in L(Q) and that the strong convergence of {u„,} in L 2 (Q) gives

lim„ co 	= teu-1 in L i (Q). Thus, we have

	him a i (um : um , v) = — lim	 (u rn Vv) • U m BOU
171,-+ 00	 772 -)

= f (it • V V) • UBdQ
	

(3.22)

= f (u•Vu)•yEidQ = a i (u;u, V)
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By the density of V in V, this result holds for all V G V.

For a2 (.; •,•), we first write it in a more convenient form. Let u, y, and w be in

V. We have that

a2(w; u, y)	 f (B 2 V (V • w)) • (v • V u – u• V v)B c/S2
6	 g-2

= --602 f (B2V
 (w B

/1
 (V VU — u•Vv)B (IQ

0 jç2 	\ B
62	 52

= — f (w•VB)(VB)•(v•Vu — u•Vv)B dS2 + —AA.
2 Q	 6

where

A	 (w • VB) V • (v • Vu – u • Vv)B 2 c/S2

(w•VB)[(Vy)	 - ( Vu) T: (vv) + v v (v • //,) — V(V. y)] B 2 d2

– f (w•VB)(v•V(u•V(logB)) – u-V(y•V(logB)))B 2 dS2

= – f (w • VB) [v • (VV(log B)) • u – u • (VV(log B)) • v] B 2 dQ

– f (w • VB)(v • Vu – u • Vy) VB B 2 dQ

– f (w•VB)(VB)•(v•Vu – u•Vv)BdQ.

Thus we have

(5 2
a 2 (w;u,v)= — f (w•VB)(VB)•(v•Vu— u•Vv)B dS2

3 o
(3.23)

As before, we let y be in V and take the limit of a2(um ; u rn , y). We consider the

two parts of the right side of equation 3.23 separately. For the first term,

62
fo (um, • Vs) (VB) • (v • Vum )B c/S2 ,
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we use the fact that since um 	u strongly in L 2 and Vum 	Vu weakly in L 2 ,

then (Vum )un,	 (Vu)u weakly in L 2 . For the second term,

62
— — f m(u VB) (VB) • (u,„	 S2• Vv)B d ,

3

we again use the fact that un,	 u strongly in L2 means that u m u,„	 uu strongly

in L'. Thus, we have that

62
lim a2(um ; um , v) =	 — f (um • VB)(VB) • (v • Vum — um • Vv)B dS2

m—ca	 m-0.9 3
62

liai— f (u• VB)(VB) • (v • Vu — u•Vv)B dS2 = a 2 (u; u, y).m—>00 3 si

By the density of V in V, this result holds for all v E V.

For a 3 (u,v), using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that B(x) < B 1 1,

we have

1
lirn a3 (u n1 — u, v) = — urn—	 (un, — u) ± • vBdS-2

C R

liM HUm — U110010 = O ,
ni—> in

since um —> u strongly in L 2 (S2). Thus, 

lim a 3 (um , v) = a :3 (u, v) .	 (3.25)

Finally, for a 4 (w;u,v) we have

lirn (a4(u ni ; um , v) — a4(u; u, v)) = lim f (lumlum — lulu) • vdS2
Tr/ -)0.0	 77/-4 00 

l i m	 (lum — uDunvdQ +mœ[ 	I2
— u)•vdS2

For the first term we have 

lim
171 -3. 00

(*ni l —luOu rn •vdS2 < lim fHuj — U um •vIdS2
770-yin

	< lim	 I	 — I I	 .v IdQ < lirii Uni U O
 

um	 I,
	 = U.

	7T1-300	 171,-- CO

(3.24)
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since u,	 u strongly in L 2 (Q) and 11u,11L 4 and 11v11L4 are finite. For the second

term we have

1u1(u, — u)•ydS2 < f lullum — u 1 lyldS2 < urnirn 11u„ — u 10 11 u I I

for the same reasons as before. Thus, we have

lim a4 (um ; u,„ y) = a 4 (u; u, y) .	 (3.26)
M. -3 00

Finally, combining 3.21, 3.22, 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26, we have

lim a(um ; u„,	 = a(u; u, y) .

Hence, condition 2 is satisfied.

Finally, for the third condition we use the fact that this condition holds when the

bottom is flat, i.e.,

f 77V • udS2
inf sup,	 „	 > .13pac > O.

neL 2 u e in	 luli11 17110

Tins result can be found in, for example, [44]. For the problem at hand we have the

expression

b(u11 	f 77\7'• (Bu)dS2
inf sup , , : ,), = inf sup 	 ,	 „

nEmuEx lult11 17110	 nemucx	 lull 1 71110

Let w = Bu. Since B 0, we have that u = w/B, and

uI = f IVU1 2d-2 =
2

v
	

dS2 

VW WVB 
dS2   

B 2        

2 r 	262 
1Vw1 2 dQ + 4 f 121,1 2 dQ

B 7tr' l 	Bm

2  (	 (5 2 C(Q)) 	2	 2
M1<	 1+	 C (B,W1 21 ,

B it7z
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using the Poincaré inequality and the fact that VB = 0(6). Thus, we have that

f nV • (Bu)dS2 f 7/V • (w)dQ
inf sup 	 „ „	 = inf sup

riEmucx	 1u1111 771lo	 71E1\1 wE X IW / B1111 1 1110

1 f 7/V • (w)A2
	  inf sup 	

- C(B, S-2) )7Em wcx	 lw111 77110

13 flat =
- C(B, 5-2)	

> 0

Thus, problem 3.10 satisfies the conditions of theorem 1 and hence has solutions

(U, 7)) E 1-4(Q) 2 x 02).

To apply the theorem for uniqueness, we introduce

= sup la
i (w; u, v)1+ a2(w; u, v)1 + al(w;u,v)1

u,v,wEv-

and

(f,v
=sup

vEy	
,	

'

where

Cb
(w; u, v) =	 f iwitu•vIdQ6

We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. If the hypotheses to Theorem I are satisfied, and if we have

>	 =	 Hy'	 (3.27)

then problem 3.10 has a unique solution in V x M.

Proof We need to check the conditions of theorem 2. Due to the nature of the

nonlinear terms, the verification of condition 3.14 is identical to that of condition 3.12
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of theorem 1, with a = . Next we let u, y, w 1 , and w 2 be in V. Because ao and a 3

do not depend on the first argument of a and a i and a 2 are trilinear, we have

1a(w i ;u,y) — a(w 2 ;u,v)1

<1a1(wi — w2;u,y)1+1a2(wi — w 2 ;u,v)1+1a4 (w i ;u, y) — a 4 (w 1 ; u, y)1 (3.28)

For this last term we have

Cb	 „
la4 (w i ; U, y) — azi(Wl; 11, 7 V)I =	 UW11 — 1W21)U•VdQ6 n

< Cb 

9

 iw

1— s 	I 
Cb< —	 1w 1 — wdlu•vIcIQ = a4* (wi

— 6

1 u • y c19

W2; U, y) .

Thus, we have

1a(w i ;u, y)—a(w 2 ;u,v)1

<	 — w 2 ; u, y)1+1a 2 (w i — w2;u,v)1+ Ian	 — W2; U, y)

<Afluli1v111wi — w211.

Thus, if we set L	 Ar condition 3.15 is satisfied, and condition 3.27 is equivalent

to condition 3.16. Hence, problem 3 and consequently problem 3.10 have unique

solutions.

3.3 Existence and Uniqueness with Nonhomogeneous Bound-
ary Conditions

Here we show that the existence result of the previous section will still hold when u

has nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. The idea is to show that in this case the

solution can be written as a sum of two functions: one which satisfies the boundary

condition and contributes little in the interior, and another which has a homogeneous
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boundary condition and solves an equation on the interior that satisfies the conditions

for existence from section 3.2. There is again a uniqueness criteria which we present.

For nonhomogeneous boundary conditions we consider

u = g(x) on F ,	 (3.29)

where g is not necessarily identically 0, with the compatibility condition:

ir g•nBds = 0.	 (3.30)

First we need to establish a result similar to one found in [41].

Lemma 1. Given, a function g E H 1 / 2 (F) 2 satisfying condition 3.30, there exists for

any F > 0 a function 71 0 = uo(E) E H 1 (Q) 2 such that

	V • (Bu o ) = 0, u o l r = 9,
	 (3.31)

u o , v)1 < €1 1/1i. Vv E V , i = 1,2
	

(3.32)

la4 (uo ; v, v)1 <ev	 Vv E V.	 (3.33)

Before proving this lemma, we need to establish some other results.

Lemma 2. For each g E H 1 / 2 (r) 2 satisfying Equation 3.30 there exists a function

u E 11 1 (52) 2 such that

V • (Bu) = 0 , ul r = g

Proof: Let w be any function of 1/ 1 (Q) 2 that satisfies w = g on F. By Green's

formula we have

1.9 V. (Bw)dx = f g•nBds = O.
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Therefore V• (Bw) E L (2) (Q); hence there is a y in V I , the 11 1 (S2) 2 complement of V.

such that

V. (By) = V• (Bw) .

Setting u = w — y gives the desired result.

The next two rather technical lemmas are required and will be stated without

proof. They can be found in [28]. Below, the notation d(Lr; F) denotes the minimum

distance of x to the boundary F.

Lemma 3. For all c > 0, there exists a function 0, E C 2 (Q) such that

0, =1 in a neighborhood of F,

0,(x) = 0	 if d(x; F) > 26(0 , S(c) = exp( —1/e) ,	 (3.34)

1 00f /Ox i < e/d(x; F)	 if d(x; F) < 2(e), i = 1,2 .

Lemma 4. There exists a constant C = C(Q) > 0 such that

110/d(.; r)110	 C1011	 vo E	 .	 (3.35)

Proof of Lemma 1 By Lemma 2, there exists a function w o E H' (Q) 2 such that

V• (Bw o ) = 0, wolr = g .

We can express w o in terms of a stream function 1/) 0 G H 2 (2) by

1	 1

B
VA 00 = —

B
( -0y00, Ox00) •

For all i > 0, introduce the function

1
uo t, = — VA Op 00) ,
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where 00 is defined as in Lemma 3. Note that u 0 is in H' (Q) 2 and that conditions

3.31 are satisfied. Now if we have d(x; F) < 26(p), Lemma 3 gives

a(0,00) 
xi (x)

tt 
d(x; F)

100(4 +
000 (x)ax, 

so that

1U0p,(X)1	 Ci	 bt	  1'4501 ± Vt»0 ( 1 )1
Bni [Ci(X; F)

Let y belong to V. By Sobolev imbedding, H 2 (Q)c.-C ° (Q) so

HVi?i OIL I HO< (72 fillVi/d(*; F )H O 31 2
fd(	

(VV0(
x;F)<26(p)   

Applying Lemma 4 gives

d(*;F)11c, 	C31vil1

Since H i (Q)c. (Q), by Holder's inequality we have

1/2

(VilV0(X)) 2 dx)	 x
(fci(x;n<2(5(0)	 fd(x;r)<26(p)

Setting

=1V'Oo(x4 dx)1
fd(x ; n<26 . 02) )

1/.1

we get

1/1

Iv 1/50(0 1 d.1.

c5(ti + o(p ))IviII .
	 (3.36)

Now we need to show that condition 3.32 holds. First, for i = 1, an integration by

parts gives

lat(v;u0,0= f (v•Vy).u 0 BA2

C6 ( 1 ± 0(P»IVI



Similarly, for i = 2 we have

62
la 2 (y; u04 , v)1 = -3-

3
 f9 (v • Vs)(Vs) • (v•Vuo i, - uot,•Vy) BdQ

2
vi (v•Vuojii - uoi, • Vv) Bc/S2

53

62
< C7-

3
1V1312

<C8 (  + 0(f-t))1v1

In liopi v • Vv i + v i u oit • V cl 13(1S 2

Finally, for condition 3.33 we have

a4 (u 0 ; v, v) =	 f 114111)12 dS2
V

1/2
< C5b (f9 I/41 2 11)1 2 CM) 1/2 (f 1V1 2 dQ)

C9(ti + 45 0-0)1v1illvIlo	 + 00-1 ))1vri •

using equation 3.36, Holder's inequality, and the Poincaré inequality.

Since	 (b(p) = 0, for any c > 0 we may choose p small enough so t hat

max(C6 , C8, C10)01 ± OW) < .

Setting u 0 (e) to the corresponding uot, now satisfies both conditions 3.31, 3.32, and

3.33.

Now the variational form of the problem with nonhomogeneous boundary condi-

tions consists of finding a pair (u,17) E H' (Q) 2 x 4(Q) that solves the equations

a(u; u, u) -	 = (f, 	E I-1c; (Q) 2 ,	 (3.37a)

b (u ,	 = 0	 Vf) E L (2) (Q) ,	 (3.371))

u = g onF.	 (3.37c)

Theorem 4. Given f E 1-1 -1 (Q) 2 and g E Hi/2(1-\2I ) satisfying condition 3.30, there

exists at least one pair (u,ri) E 1-1 1 (Q) 2 x L(Q) that solves 3.37.
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Proof: Choose u o E 11(Q) 2 so that it satisfies conditions 3.31, 3.32, and 3.33.

with c <4v, and set u u o + w. Because

a(u o + w; uo + w, it) = a(w; w,	 + a(uo ; uo , 'Et) + (u o ; w,	 + a 2 (u0 ; w, it)

+ (w; uo ,	 + a2 (w; uo , fi) + a4 (u o + w; u o ,

— a 4 (u o ; uo ,	 + a4 (u o + w; w,	 — a i (w; w.

Problem 3.37 can be stated as follows:

Find a pair (w,77) E V X Lr) (S2) such that

d(w; w	 — b(ù, 1.1) =	 - a(uo; up, it) 	Vù E H0 (Q) 2

where

6(w; u, y) = a(w; u, y) + (u o ; u, y) + a2 (u 0 ; u, y) + (u; up, y) + a 2 (u; u o , y)

+ a4(uo + u; u o , y) — a4 (u0 ; uo , y) + a 4 (u o + w; u, y) — a 4 (w; u. y) .

This problem now fits the framework of Problem 3.10 if we set X = 1-1 (1(S2).

M = Lg(S2), and replace a(.; •, .) with -et(• ; •, .) and (f, ft)B with (f,fi).- a(uo; uo .

We then need only to check the conditions of Theorem 1. The second and third

conditions are the same as before, so only condition 3.12 needs to be verified. For all

y, w E V we have

ii(w; v, y) = vlyr + a4 (w; y , y) + a i (v; u o ,	 + a 2 (v; u o ,

+ a4(u0 + y; u o , y) — a 4 (u 0 ; uo , y) + a4 (uo + w; y, y) — a 4 (w: y, y) .

By condition 3.32 of Lemma 1 we have that

u o , v)1 <eV	 Vv E V i = 1,2
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with € < v/2. Moreover, we have that

a4 (uo + y; uo , y) — a 4 (u 0 ; uo , y)

and similarly that

—	 f (luo + v — luol) u o • vcIS -2

Cb
< — 

n 
1110 +	 — 1 141 1 1101101 Q

— 6 

<	 125 T
Cb

s - fc, 	(uo; y)

	a 4 (uo + w; v, v) —	 w; v, v) = -+Cb f au o +	 — w Dv • vcIS2

< --Cb f luo	 —	 1v12(1Q— 6

-Cb f 1 U011 V 1 2dQ a4(710; y, y)
6

Therefore, since a,i (w; y, y) > 0, we have

eL(w; v, v) > (v —	 Vv , w E .

Thus, the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and we have that Problem 3.37 has

at least one solution in 1-1 1 (Q) 2 x 1(Q), which proves the theorem.

For uniqueness, we introduce some notation. First, for any u 0 E 1/( (52), set

a 1 (y;u0 ,v)+a 2 (y;u0 , 7)) + (a 4 (u o + y;	 y) — a 4 (u 0 ; u o , v))

	

p(u o ) = sup 	
	vEV	 11/1‘

and

f, v). 
Ilf	 = sup	 where (f- ,	 = (f , v)„ — a (n o ; u o , v) .

vet/

Then set

	

=	 inf	 {P(uo) + 01. 14uo Ei{ (s2),u0 1,-- 9

Now we can state the following theorem.
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Theorem 5. Assume the hypotheses of theorem 4. If y > vo , then problem 3 .37 has

a unique solution in 1-1 1 (Q) 2 x L (I(S2).

Proof: First, choose a uo as in lemma 1 such that p(u o ) < v. To apply theorem

2, we have that

ii(w;	 = a(w; , y, y) + (Y; uo , y) + a2 (v; u o , y) + a 4 (u o + y; uo , y)

— a4 (u 0 ; uo , v) + al (u o + w; y, y) — a4 (w; y, y)

= ao (Y,	 + a4(uo + w; y,	 + (Y; uo , y) + a2 (v; u o . y)

+ a4(uo + Y; u o , y) — a 4 (u o ;u0 ,y)

> ply1 + a4(uo + w;	 p(uOlvii

— P(u0))1v1i

Thus, we choose a = v— p(u o ) and condition 3.14 holds. For condition 3.15 we have

la(w 1; u, v) — d(w 2;	 v)1 <	 (w i — w2 ;	 v)1 + 10,2(w - W2; U, y)

+ 1a4 (u o + w 1 ; u, y) — a4 (uo + w 2 ; u, y)

< la1(w1 — w 2 ; u, y)i + la2(wi	 w2; u, y)1

+ la*4 (w i — w 2 ; u, y)1

w211 ul1Iv11

Consequently we again choose L Ar, and condition 3.16 becomes

11j111 ," 	< 1

— p(u 0 )) 2

or

> p(u0) +

Since we can choose u o , we take the infimum over all admissible u o , and arrive at

the condition v > vo . If this condition holds, then the conditions of theorem 2 are

satisfied, and the problem 3.37 has a unique solution in H i (S2) 2 x 1,(2)(Q).
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Chapter 4

DISCRETIZATION

Now that we have a weak formulation of the model equations, we can implement the

finite element method for the spatial discretization. This requires choosing elements

for both u and 77 such that the resulting discrete function spaces will satisfy the sta-

bility criteria given in section 3.2. If the discrete function spaces are contained in

the corresponding continuous function spaces, the only criteria that is not automati-

cally satisfied is the inf-sup condition relating the spaces of u and 77, so this must be

checked.

We use triangular elements for 77, with ri linear on each element. For u, the

elements for 77 are divided into four equal triangles, and u is linear on each of these

smaller elements. These elements were first introduced in Glowinski and Pironneau

[29] for the Stokes equations, and the inf-sup condition was shown to hold for these

elements in Bercovier and Pironneau [12] and Verfiirth [70]. Their argument for this

condition is adapted for our model, and the additional terms in our model not in the

Stokes equations can readily be incorporated using these elements.

Once the criteria for stability are satisfied for these elements we can discuss bounds

on the difference between the continuous and discrete solutions. This requires first,

determining error bounds for the linear Stokes-like equation and then writing the

nonlinear problem in a form suitable for a contraction mapping argument. Currently

these error bounds are only valid for the lake equations.

There are yet more computational issues to address. First, the domain must

be gridded. In general we use the package PLTMG for this, along with data from

the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL). However, the grids

produced by this program can have poor node numbering and can have elements
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with all nodes on the boundary. These issues are addressed. Next, to ease and

speed computation, we lump some of the matrices to reduce them to diagonal or

tridiagonal matrices. This must be done carefully so that positive-definiteness, and

hence invertibility, is not lost. Finally, we solve the system of equations using the

preconditioned conjugate gradient method.

We present the finite elements for u and 71 in section 4.1, and show that these

spaces satisfy the inf-sup condition. In section 4.2 we derive bounds on the difference

between the discrete and analytic solutions of the lake equations. The gridding is dis-

cussed in section 4.3, matrix lumping in section 4.4, and the preconditioned conjugate

gradient method in section 4.5.

4.1 Discrete Weak Forms

The conditions of the theorems of sections 3.1 and 3.2 must still hold when the spaces

under consideration are the approximating finite element spaces, denoted by X h and

Mh .The first two conditions will hold as long Xh C X and Mh C M, which is the

case. This is not true of the inf-sup condition, however, since in general I I -.

where Vh is the discrete analogue of V. Thus it is critical that the choices of Xh and

Mh satisfy this condition.

We consider the following spaces on a bounded domain Q with a polygonal bound-

ary 0Q. A grid on this domain is defined by the triangulation Th , where h denotes

the length of the longest side of any triangle. None of the triangles overlap except

along edges or at vertices, and each element has at least one node that is not on the

boundary.

The triangulation Th is further subdivided by dividing each triangle into four equal

triangles. If {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } are the vertices of one of the original triangles, the four new

triangles have vertices {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , (x 1 + x 2), + x 3 ), (x 3 + x 1 )}. This finer

triangulation is denoted as Th12.
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FIGURE 4.1. Sample element. The height is specified on the black nodes. while
velocity is specified on both black arid white nodes.

When analyzing convergence we will consider a family of such triangulations with

decreasing h. A requirement of these triangulations is that the elements do not get

too skewed as h O. Formally, for every h, each element of 77, will contain a circle

of area kh,2 and be contained in a circle of area KO, where k and K do hot depend

on h. This property is known as regularity.

Next, we denote as Pk the set of polynomials with degree less than or equal to k.

Now we can define the discrete function spaces:

Alh = {qh E	 (Q);	 E P Vk E

Yh = {B E 0(Q);131, E P1 bits, E To} ,

Xh= {vh E Yh ,viaQ =0 } .

We also define the discrete analogue of V:

Vh --= {Vh E Xh; b(v h , qh ) = 0 V qh E /1/0 .

The forms are defined exactly as before, and as such, the steps to show that the

first two conditions of theorem 1 are satisfied for the discrete case follow exactly as

for the continuous case. We need only to show in inf-sup condition, which we now

do with the following two theorems, borrowing considerably from [12] and also from

[70].
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Theorem 6. Suppose that Q is polygonal and Qh 	UT = Q, the triangulation is

regular, and B E Yh satisfies BM > B > Bm > 0; then there exists a constant C 1

independent of h such that

1-1'7 • (Bu)
sup	 ""/`	  � C11 7711 VT/ E Mh	 (4.1)

ILE X h	 11143

Proof: First note that for 17 E Mh , u E Xh , and B E , we have

77 V • (Bu) c/Q = — f u • V77 B clS2.1:1 h.	 S-2h

Thus, we can replace the numerator on the left side of 4.1 with fQ„ u•V17 B dQ.

Let Ti and Tk be two triangles of Th with two common vertices denoted by x`' and

X b , and let xi k be .-(x 0 + x b ). Let u h be an element of X h which is equal to zero on

all the vertices of Th and is equal to a non-zero function uik on all mid-nodes such as

xJ k . Then

(A(Ti ) + A(Tk))u i2. k	 (1.2)
j,k

where A(Ti ) is the area of triangle Ti and the summation is over all adjacent elements

Ti arid Tk of the triangulation Th.

FIGURE 4.2. Two elements of Th with a common side.

Since V17h is constant on each T, set v nh I T, = h i and we then have

f9 h

Uh • VnhB dS2 > —
B

— 4
[A(Ti)h • + A(Tk )h k ] u k •
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ff2h Uh • VT/hB c/S2	 Bm
sup 	 sup

uhEvh	 UhHo	 2 u,

Ej,k (A(Tj)hj A(Tk)hk) • Ujk

1/2(Ei (A(Ti) Aqi)) Ittik 1 2) 

.	 (4.3)    

This suggests choosing  

U k —
A(I) + A(Tk)

Substituting this value of uik into 4.3 gives

uhEXh

.2 1 /2
fu h uhB c/S-2	 Bm 	(A(Ti)hi + A(TJ )hk)  1

UhHo	 2	 A(Ti) +	 A(Tk)
3,

(4.4)

Now consider the sum on the right side of 4.4. The component of hi (and of h k )

in the direction of xa — x b is 1 .77.7x7ibb 2 (x a — x b ). Keeping only this component, we have

(A(Ti )h + A(Tk)hk) 2 > (77a — 71°2 (A(Tj) A(Tk))2	 (4.5)
— 

Also, by the regularity of Th , the edges of T., are always oblique and will always be

skew by a minimum angle. Thus any two define a basis, and a norm computed along

those directions is uniformly equivalent to a norm computed along the usual Cartesian

directions. Denoting by xc the vertex of Ti opposite xj k , this equivalence of norms

means that a constant C2 independent of h and j exists such that

sup

h2 <C2 [  (TM 

b — Xc	

(7/d 77a) 2 1
where d =b 	or c. 	(4.6)

— 2 1X 	 1Xd Xa

A(Ti )hi + A(Tk )h k

I-
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Finally, combining 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and using the triangle inequality we have

uh•V7/hB dS-2 B (A(Tsi)hj	 A(Tk1 )hk) 2 112
>SU p

uhex, — 2 A(Ti)+ A(Tki ).

—> 2

B	

Ixriaaij 1 x7ib)122 OM) + A(Tk )
m

1/2

— 2

Bm ( 	— 	 — )

2

 )

(NJ 770 2 	(

x bi 	xc.,
rib 

	,4(77))

TJ ETh

1/2 

=	 17th  

where C1 = Bm /2C2 . In the above summations, x bj is always an interior node, x"J

and x bj are common nodes of Ti and Tkj .	 0

These are not, however, the correct norms to use for the problem at hand. Since

the natural spaces for u and 77 are L(Q) and H(1(S2), we want the inequality to use

luhb and 117/110. For that will need the following two lemmas:

Lemma 5. For every ij E M there is auE X such that

V• (Bu) = 7),	 (4.7)

1 11 11	 C31100
	 (4.8)

where C3 is independent of u and n .

Lemma 6. For y EH (Q), q < 2, there is an operator Rh : H(Q)	 such that

— Rhvlp < C4hq-P lvlq, p = 0,	 , q.	 (4.9)

where ltdp = II E	 aav110lal=p	 is the HP serninorrn.

- 1/2
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Lemma 5 is a direct result of Corollary 1.2.4 in [28], and lemma 6 is a special case

of Theorem 1 in [22]. In lemma 6, note that, since the function approximations of

Mh and Yh are of the same degree with different values of h, this lemma also holds if

Yh is replaced by Mh and h by 2h.

With these we can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Under the assumptions of theorem 6, there exists a constant 3* inde-

pendent of h, such that

	h

 riV • (Bu) d]
sup  	 filT)110	 e M,,.

	

uExh	 lull
(1 .10)

Proof: We first define q by

q	 hIqh. 1 1.

Due to the regularity condition of the triangulation we have

*till 5_ 2iC i lluhllo

for all uh E Xh . Combining this with 4.1 gives that for any 77/, E Mh ,

10h. 
iihV • (Bu,,) dS.-2

sup > 	
uhEXh	 - 2 6

where C5 = C1k1216.

According to Lemma 5, there is awEX that satisfies

(4.11)

V- (Bw) = 11h ,

lw l i 5_ c3 11% 110
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We use the operator Rh in Lemma 6 and set Wh = Rh w. We then have

7/hv• (Buh) dS2
	sup 	h

	UhEXh	 1Uhll

foh ritiV • (Bwh)dS2

1whli

foh 
17h V • (Bw)c/S2 + f v(7,h )(w - w h )B

1whli +

using linearity and the triangle inequality. Using lemma 5 and lemma 6 we have that
the above

1 
	[11%	 -BA411	 - wh 110 II v	 I 0]

- (1+ c4) c3 11 % 11 0

1 

	

[1177hg	 C3C4BAr h I l T/hllo 7ld1]
- (1+ c4)c311% 1 10

= c161171h110 - c7q ,
(4.12)

where C6 	 and C7 = C4 BM.  Combining equations 4.11=	(1H-C4)(73	 1+C4 and 4.12 gives

(V. Buh, T)h) > max{C5 q, C611 7/00 — C7q}sup
uhExh

> min max{ C5q, C6	
C5G 

IINH0 - c7q1=	 I	 1q>0	 ,

If we now set 0* —— cc:+cc',7 we have the desired result.

Note that, using operator notation, inequality 4.10 can be  \7%.4:ri:

,

t7enqah slio .

(y, B 1 77),
sup i 1	 =1113'7/11x', � /31 77110 VT/ E
vEx h 	IvIt

Similarly, it can be shown that

Vv c X,1 .

(4.13)

These inequalities insure the existence of solutions to the discrete problem, which is

required for stability of this finite element scheme.
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4.2 Error Bounds

To get error bounds for this numerical scheme, we first consider the linear problem:

For f E H -1 (Q) 2 , find (v,R) EXxM such that

ao (v,b)— b(i) = ( f,i5 )B 	VV G X, 	(4.14a)

	b(v, ft) = 0 	E M. 	(4.14b)

Recall that X = .N(52) 2 and M = 4(Q). The discrete analogue of this problem

approximates the spaces lid A' and OM with X i, and Mh : For f E 11 -1 (Q) 2 , find

(vh, Ph) E X,, x Mh such that

ao(vh, 45 h) —	 Ph) — (f f)h.)B	 V'bh E Xh

b(vh,	 = 0 	Vp E Mh .

Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 8. Let (y, ti) be a solution of equation 4.14a and (y h , ph ) be a solution of

equation 4.15. Then

lirn	 — Vh1 + 11/-t — fihNol = 0.h->0
(4.16)

Moreover, if (y,	 H2(Q) x (1-1 1 (Q) n L6(Q)), then we have the error bound

Iy - V	 11 L - Phil°	 K 4 1) 12	 IMO
	

(4.17)

Proof:

The following notation will be used:

ao (u, y)
C -= sup 1 ,	 ,

u,vex

b(u, [I)
CB= sup 	

uEX,AEM
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First, let i)h be an arbitrary element of Xh ; since B is an isomorphism from I -1 ,1

onto M'h , there exists a z h E Vhi- such that

b(	 flh )	 be" —

	

Vfth E 1/h

and

lzhli < - 11 B ( V 	OHM < --C B1 V13*	 h - fi* h Il •

Thus, if we set wh = z h + b h , we then have

b ( Wh Ph) 	b(V	 1-71h)	 b(bh, Ph) = 0 Vïth E AJh,

SO Wh E Vh. Moreover, use of the triangle inequality gives

— /phi' <	 < ( 1 + CB) — '66
0*

As b h is arbitrary, this gives

	inf	 —	 < inf	 + —C,B )

	

w h cv	 bhExh	 P *

Next let bh be an arbitrary element of Vh and set w h =- v h — i) h

have

E 1 17.•

(4.18)

We then

ao(wh, Wh) = (f,wh).- ao(wh, 1--) h) •

Setting = Wh in 4.14a and substituting in the above gives

ao (wh, Wh) = ao (v — f) h, h) — b(w h , p,) .

Moreover, since w h is in Vh , we have that b(w h , rt h ) = 0 for all To, E Mh . Hence

ao (wh , Wh) = ao (v — h , w h) — b(W	 — 1th) V,, E 111h .

Combining this with the ellipticity condition 3.20, we now have the inequality

1
1whli 	 (CAIV	 +COPuBm 	[Lao) •



Use of the triangle inequality gives

(1 + CA )	 '611
vB,

CB
1 ±  	 — fihHo

1)13,7 ,
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By virtue the arbitrariness of b h and	 this along with inequality 4.18 becomes

	—	 < c,(inf v	 + inf HP — fih.11o)
Ahem',i5hexh,

Next, combining 4.14a and 4.15 gives

b(Vh,	 — iTth ) = ao(v — V h, bh)	 b(bh, R — fth)

Thus, we have that

	

11/-th	 fthllo 5_ —01* (IIA(v - vh)IIx;, + HB (i ', - fthIlx;,)

< —
1 

(cA lv - vh h. +Cap- foillo) •
— 3*

Hence

(4.19)

Vbh E Xh,VILh E

1
11/-th	 /7-thllo (CAlv — Vh1 + (0 * + CO1111— fthllo) •

Combining this with inequality 4.19 and exploiting the arbitrariness of P h gives

11/-1h — Pao 5. C2	 inf	 —
,phexh

hk + inf
E Mh

111 	fth 10 )
(4.20)

Next, we use lemma 6:

, 	y - Rh / 2v11	 Chiv12.

Thus, combining inequalities 4.19 and 4.20 and setting K = max(CC I ,CC2 ), we have

— vtdi + HP — tidlo Khav1 2 +

Using the fact that H 2 (5-2) 2 x H l (S2) is dense in Hil(S2) x L(Q) and taking the

limit as h	 0, we have 4.16.

To incorporate the nonlinearities, we reformulate problem 1 as follows:
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Problem 4. Find u =	 E H(1j(Q) 2 X 42) (Q) such that

+ TG(it) = O.

where G(u) : H(Q) 2 x L6(Q)	 11 - '(Q) 2 is defined by

(52
G(u) = (u • V u+ --3- [u • V (V B(u•VB)) + ( V u) • (V B)(u • V B)]

1	 Cb
--U	 — f)

ER

and T(f) = (y, ti) is the solution of the linear problem 4.14a.

For the discrete problem, the same mapping G is used, but T is replaced by its

discrete version 4.15.

The theorem concerning error bounds is as follows:

Theorem 9. Let u = (u,77) be a solution of u +TG(u) = 0, and u h = (u h . fi t? ) be o.

solution of uh + Th G(uh ) = O. If

I. G is a C 2 mapping from 11(1(Q) into H 1 (Q) 2 , and DG(e) is a linear map from

H(Q) to Z, with Zc.-	 (Q)2 , and

2. litnh, 0 ii ( --h	 T)11c(z ; Hcl( --2)) — 0 ,

then we have the convergence property

lim flu —Uh1 + fti — 7/00} = O.
h—* )

Moreover, if (u, q) E H 2 (Q) x (11 1 (Q) n 4(Q)), then we have the error bound

+ 11 77 	 KhOul2 +

(4.21)

(4.22)
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The proof of this theorem is rather technical and is not given here, but it makes

use of the contraction mapping theorem to show that the discrete problem will have

a solution near a solution of the continuous problem, with convergence as h —> O.

We now verify that the conditions for this theorem are true. Currently we are

only able to verify the conditions for the lake equations, so we set (5 = O. We have

already established the second condition through theorem 8. For the first condition

we consider DG and DG:

1	 1	 b	 •(
Du G(U) • (V) = — (U•V V + V •V U — —VI 

C UV
 171111)) ,	 (4.23)

ER	 0

DG(u)•(v, w)
1
-
v 

(w•Vv v•Vw

Cb(W•V u+ U•V	 U•W	 (u•v)(u•w)
	w 	
lul	 lul	 1111"	 )

(4.24)

Both of these exist and are continuous for u,v, and w G N (Q). Also. D,G

linear in v.

Next, we need to check that DG is a map from H(Q) to Z, with Zc. H -1 (Q) 2 .

Since B G C l and Q is compact, B is in W i ' P for all p; for this discussion we will use

p = 12, as that value will allow us to make the necessary imbeddings. Also, we will

make extensive use of the Sobolev imbedding theorems found in appendix A. For the

first two terms of 4.23 we have

v VW ± W•VV E L 3 / 2 (Q) 2

For the term 7:1 u, we first note that 11-1; 1 is in LP(Q) for any p > 1. If we choose

p = 4, then repeated use of the Sobolev imbedding theorem gives that y	 is in

L2 (Q), and that '-̀ "-u is in L 3 /2 (Q). Similarly, since u is in L 2 (Q), then lulv is in
lul

L 3 / 2 (Q). Finally, we have that y" E H (Q)c. L 3 / 2 (Q). We note that LP(Q)c.	 -"(Q)
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whenever 6/5 < p < 2. Thus we can take

Z = W -1 ' 3 (Q) 2 c.

and condition 1 is satisfied.

Thus we have established that the conditions for this theorem hold for the ap-

proximation spaces under consideration, which gives us the error bounds.

4.3 Grids

As mentioned earlier, the FEM algorithm presented here uses triangular elements.

and that for any grid the triangulation for u, 77 /2, is obtained from the triangulation

for 7/, Th , by dividing every element of Th into four equal elements. Fairly simple

domains can be triangulated easily, such as the "cross" grid for a rectangular domain

shown below.

FIGURE 4.3. "Cross" triangulation of a square domain, with Th in solid lines and

'Th/2 in solid and dashed lines. The pressure nodes are black dots, while the velocity
nodes are both black and white dots.

For more complex domains, however, the triangulation becomes more difficult.

For that purpose we use the software package PLTMG (version 7.0) (see reference

[5]. PLTMG is a package that solves elliptic partial differential equations, but for our
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purposes we are only concerned with its ability to triangulate domains. In particular,

it can take as input points along the boundary of a domain and return a triangulation

that matches a given level of discretization. Also, given a triangulation Th it can create

the triangulation 7h/2 , which for us are the I/ and u grids, respectively. Thus, given

data points along the shoreline, PLTMG can produce the triangulations and 7 h/2 .

However, the nodes of the grids created by PLTMG are numbered according to

their level of refinement at which they were introduced, and the resultant numbering

can make for matrices with entries far from the diagonal. The matrices are still

sparse, but the preconditioners for the conjugate gradient method are less optimal.

This problem is corrected by renumbering the nodes according to the reverse Cuthill-

McKee algorithm, found in [25].

For this method, we consider paths that travel along the edges of elements. The

distance of a path between any two nodes is defined to be the number of edges that

constitute that path, while the distance between the two nodes is minimum distance

of all paths connecting them. A peripheral node is one such that the distance between

it and some other point is as large as the distance between any other two points on the

grid. Peripheral nodes are computationally expensive to determine, so we instead use

a pseudo-peripheral node, i.e., one such that the distance between it and some other

node is nearly as long as the distance between any two nodes on the grid. This node

is assigned the label x o . Next, the nodes adjacent to x o are numbered in increasing

order. This process continues: for i = 1, 2, . . . , N — 1 the unnumbered neighbors of

and are found and numbered in increasing order. Finally, the resulting ordering is

reversed.

Another problem with grids produced by PLTMG is that elements with all nodes

on the boundary are allowed. Such elements violate the stability conditions of our

FEM algorithm, and must be avoided. One way of dealing with this problem is

to eliminate such elements by truncating the domain and moving in the boundary.

However, this is problematic in that the physical domain has been altered and we
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would end up applying boundary conditions along a line that should be in the interior.

Also, not every element can be treated in this way. Thus, the solution to this problem

is to split the element in two. This requires bisecting the adjacent element also, as

shown in the diagram. In this process, a minor node becomes a major node and four

new minor nodes are added.

FIGURE 4.4. (a) Top element has all three nodes on the boundary. Black nodes
are velocity and height nodes; white nodes are velocity nodes. (b) Elements have
been split. Notice that four velocity nodes have been added, and a velocity node has
become a velocity/height node.

For Lake Erie, shoreline and bathymetric data was obtained from the Great Lakes

Environmental Research Laboratory (GLERL) via their data website (currently at

http://www.glerl .noaa.gov/data/data.html). The shoreline data consists of 888

latitude and longitude coordinates, with an average segment length of 1.5 kin. The

shoreline data for 7 islands was also included, with an average segment length of

0.8 km. For the bathymetry data a 2-km grid tilted at 27.33° counterclockwise was
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imposed on the lake, with the mean depth averaged for each grid square. Further

details are found in [64].

The detail of the shoreline data was too fine for the purpose of creating a grid,

so certain points were selected to give a coarse outline that still retained the major

features of the lake. A grid was then created with PLTMG, converting the latitude

and longitude coordinates to eastward and and northward grid coordinates in km from

the reference point of 82.98345'; W, 40.97000'; N. This conversion is performed using

a second-order polynomial expansion of the polyconic projection formulas, which are

accurate to approximately 500 m. Also, for each node of 7h/2 a depth value was

computed by bilinear interpolation with the GLERL bathymetry data set.

4.4 Evaluation of Integrals

Once we have restricted the problem to the discrete function spaces. we evaluate

the integrals in the weak formulation. Since the elements are triangles we can use

barycentric coordinates to evaluate most of the integrals exactly. This is not the case

for the bottom drag and wind stress terms. For those we use a six-point fourth-degree

Gaussian quadrature; see [23].

With the lake and great lake equations are spatially discretized, the resulting

equations are

mu ( dun )

 + A(uh ) + D'77h = 0,	 (4.25)
dt 

Dus, = 0.	 (4.26)

In the first equation, the term A(uh) contains the nonlinear, Coriolis. and forcing

terms. The matrix Hu is the mass matrix in the lake equations or the discretization

of the L operator in the great lake equations, while D and D' are the discretizations

of the divergence and gradient operators, respectively.



By multiplying the equation 4.25 by DM', we arrive at an equation for qh :

DA1, 1 D'i1h = DMu I A(uh)• (4.27)

Assuming the initial u satisfies equation 4.26, equation 4.27 can be replace equal ion

4.26. If we set M77 to DM,7 1 D', then our algorithm can be written

77h = M7i-1 D/14 1 A(uh),	 (4.28)

duh =	 A (u h ) —	 D'17h•	 (.1.29)
dt

It is often helpful to approximate a matrix with a simpler, usually diagonal. matrix

with similar properties. Such a process is called lumping. For this problem we will

lump Mu whenever it used with rih , so if Mu/ denotes the lumped version of M„, we

have that Mr, = and the last term in equation 4.29 becomes MDit/ h .

Even with this lumping approximation, we still have Du b 	0.

For the lake equations, Mu/ can be formed by simply summing the rows of M and

putting the result on the diagonal. That is,

{0 N

E.j=0( )i,j

if i	 j,

if i	 j.

The resulting diagonal matrix is positive definite and thus is trivially inverted.

For the great lake equations, forming Mui is not so simple. In this case we need a

quadruture that will simplify the resulting matrix. Recall that the integral producing

Mu is

Jo
	 [(7IVB)(U.VB)±	 i(V•it)(U.VB)±

B2 

(V•it)(V•U)1 }B (iS2

= f	 ± 6 2 [(ii•VB BV • 1-1/2)(U•VB BV • u/2) + -
12 

(V. ù)(V. u)1} B
B 2

(4.30)

Now consider a single element with nodes I, 2, and 3, and with corresponding

2bA. and 0y 0 i =	 where A is the area of the element.basis functions 0i, with 0x0, =



For function values the subscript j will designate the value of that function at node

i, and we write the components of u (and similarly it) as u = (tti, u 2 ). Also, we use

the following notation:

= B101 ± B202 + B3031

= (Bib'	 B2b2 B3b3)/2A,

B A = (Bi CI B2C2 B3C3)/2A.

Our quadruture approximation for the first term in the integral on the right side of

equation 4.30 is

•u B dS2 BAda

This quadruture in fact gives the same result as the row-summing for the lake equa-

tions. For the second term our approximation is

•VB BV • it/2) (u• VB BV • u/2)B dQ

3
BA	 b	 cE	 fii2BA)0i   -1  1	 -2 	 \

(U	 )tti 
9.-1Y 	2	 1 2,412 J=1

X ((u li- B IA	 U
B A 	2 Ci

YA)çbi ± 2 (ui 2A ± ui 2A ))
(/S2

Similarly, the third term in the integral is approximated

(V • i.i)(V • u)B 3 dS2
,=1

bi	ft 2 cz )(

u

 bi	 2 Cz	 A

2A	 2A	 i	
_L

 2,4	 1-t i 2A )(B

Thus, for each i the only entries in illui correspond to • and HT

The lumped matrix is no longer diagonal but for each i is a 2 x 2 matrix, which can

be easily inverted. Also, it is clear that the above approximations yield a Mul which

is positive definite.

In addition to these, the integrals for the wind stress and bottom drag ternis are

also lumped using the same procedure outlined above. This greatly simplifies t heir
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computation and has little change on their contribution to the equations, as they are

both lower order terms.

4.5 Conjugate Gradient Method

Implementing equations 4.28 and 4.29 requires inverting the matrices 11„ and 214.

Both matrices in general are sparse and symmetric but unstructured. Also, 1/„.

positive definite, while AA is positive definite when u has nonhomogeneous boundary

conditions. Thus, the conjugate gradient method is a natural choice for inverting

these matrices.

The conjugate gradient method (CG), discussed in [34 ] and [6], is used to solve

the equation

Ax = b,

where A is a symmetric positive definite matrix. The CG method is similar to the

method of steepest descent, which chooses its new iterates so that the functional

Ax — x'b

is minimized. However, the CG method requires that the basis vectors	 p2.... .pk }

that form the kth iterate xk are A-conjugate, i.e., pAp = 0 for i	 j. This results

in quicker convergence and requires at most a matrix-vector multiplication, which

should be quick if A is sparse

A complication arises in using the CG method to invert AI when u has homo-

geneous boundary conditions. In that case, M positive indefinite, with its single

0 eigenvalue corresponding to the constant vector e = (1,1, ... , 1)'. However, this

vector is also orthogonal to the range of M the solvability condition is easy to

check, and if we insure that that each basis vector p i is orthogonal to e then we can

still use the CG method.



The convergence of the CG method is still slow, so almost always it is used in

conjunction with a preconditioner. A preconditioner is a matrix P such that P -1 is

a close approximation to A'. Then the system

P -1 Ax = P -l b

is solved. Since P -1 24 is approximately the identity, it has a low condition number,

arid thus is easier to invert. As for choosing P, there are many different choices that

can be used; see [6]. After testing 4 different preconditioners for each of Mu and it,

was found that the SSOR preconditioner made the best improvement in convergence

for both Mu and Af71 in both the lake and the great lake equations'.

'Preconditioning with the incomplete Cholesky factorization performed slightly better for AI,  in
the lake equations than SSOR, but for the great lake equations the SSOR preconditioner improved
convergence significantly more than incomplete Cholesky.
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Chapter 5

CODE VALIDATION

In this chapter we validate the numerical model, using testcases where the behavior

of the solution is known a priori. Each testcase will test different components of the

model. For each testcase we will use the lake equations (6 = 0) with the Coriolis terni

dropped, and in the the first two sections we also ignore the bottom drag tern"

First we examine shear flow solutions. For a flat topography these simplify the

model considerably, reducing the momentum equation to the linear scalar heat equa-

tion. Hence, for periodic boundary conditions the solutions can be written as a Fourier

series. Since each component of the series will have its own rate of dissipation of the

energy, we use this rate as a basis for comparison, testing solutions both with single

and multiple terms in their Fourier representation. Moreover, for a particular choice

of grid, the spatial and temporal discretizations can be easily analyzed. Thus, we also

examine how the dissipation rates vary as the grid is refined, the timestep is reduced,

and the order of the time integrator is increased.

Shear flow solutions can also exist when the topography varies in the cross-stream

direction. We construct such a situation and again compare the dissipation rates of

the energy to those predicted by the continuous solution and by those predicted by

analysis of the discretization.

Next we consider a doubly periodic domain with a flat topography, and assume

that the vorticity is a constant multiple of the stream function. This results in an

eigenvalue equation for the vorticity. Unlike the shear flow case, here there is a

nontrivial advection and height, so by studying these solutions we can verify that

these terms are correctly computed. We again use the rate of energy dissipation for

verification.
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We further examine the height term, but this time we check its ability to balance a

wind profile. Due to the rigid lid approximation, in a domain with a flat topography a

constant wind will be balanced by the height gradient. Also, for a variable topography,

the height gradient can also balance a constant wind that is parallel to the gradient

of the height. Examples of both cases are presented.

The shear flow studies, both with flat and variable topography, are presented in

section 5.1, the eigenvalue testcases in section 5.2, and the runs with the gradient of

the height balancing the wind in section 5.3.

5.1 Shear Testcase

In this section we discuss the shear flow testcase. This is a very useful testcase as it

is an exact solution of both the continuous and the discrete problems.

We first consider the flat bottom case, setting B = 1. The domain is square with

sides of unit length. The boundary conditions are periodic in x, and u = 0 at y = 0

and y = 1. Thus, the domain is topologically a cylinder.

We initialize with a velocity profile (u o (y), 0), ri = O. Thus, at t = 0, all ternis

involving y and ux vanish, so the momentum equation becomes

Ut 77x = VU , 	± 7

and the Poisson equation for n is

v 2 7-1 = O.

If this flow is not perturbed, it will remain a shear flow governed by the equation

Ut	 Vliyy .

By the boundary conditions, the flow can be decomposed into a sine series. In

fact, if the initial horizontal velocity is
00

ak sin(k7y) ,
k=1
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then the velocity will decay as

CO

u(y, t)
	

ak exp(—vkYt) sin(k7y) . 	 (5.1)
k=1

We call rk = vk 2 7 2 the decay rate of mode k.

A convenient measure of the flow is the weighted L 2 norm, which in this case is

simply the L2 norm. By the orthogonality of the sin(k7ry), this is

= 2
k=1 

a 2k exp(-2v07 2 t)) 
1/2

For this testcase we divide the domain into rectangles and further divide each

rectangle into two triangular elements, oriented as in figure 5.1. As mentioned earlier,

each of these is a height element, which is then quartered to create four velocity

elements.

FIGURE 5.1. Basic element for shear testcase. The height is specified on the black
nodes, while the velocity is specified on both the black and the white nodes.

Normally this is a poor choice of elements. It introduces an artificial skewness

from the top left to the bottom right. Moreover, if the domain is not periodic, there

are two elements, in the lower left and upper right corners, whose nodes all lie on t he

boundary, in violation of a requirement for the inf-sup condition.

For this problem, however, this grid is ideal. Since the domain is periodic in m there

is no violation of the inf-sup condition. Also, the resulting stencils for the mass and

viscosity matrices are simple to understand and to analyze. Most importantly, this

grid has shear modes that are exactly analogous to those in the continuous problem.
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For other grids the modes only approximate shear modes, and the analysis is much

more complicated.

Now let us look at solutions of the spatially discretized equations. Since i. is

zero and u does not depend on x, we will denote by ui the value of the velocity

at. y= jAy. The finite element formulation then gives the following set of coupled

ordinary differential equations:

d 1	 2	 1
	ZL _1 + Ul 

6 
Ui+i)	 Ay2	2 (u1 	Ltj+i) .	 (5.2)

dt 6 /	 3 	 J-

	

iff  we assume a solution of the form u(t)	 E kK=0 ak exp(—rk t) sin(k7rjAy), we find

that

rk
6v (1 — cos(k7rAy))	 1

= vk 2 7 2 + —
9

v(k7) 4 Ay2 + 0(Ay .1 ).
Ay 2 2 + cos(k7rAy)

(5.3)

Since the finite elements used are second-order accurate, we would expect the error

in the decay rate to be second-order accurate.

The integration in time is performed by a Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme. In practice,

a third- or fourth-order scheme is used, but for this testcase we will also use a first-

and second-order scheme for comparison. For these schemes, if we denote by u" the

value of u at time nAt, assume a discrete solution of the form

= exp( — rknAt) sin(k7rj AY) ,

and use a pth order scheme for the time integration, we find that

rk	
1 [ 6vAt (1 — cos(kR Ly) 

=	
)1")

At 
log (

m=0 
M! [ Ay2 2 + cos(k7rAy))]

1 

Taylor expansion of this gives

6v (1 — cos(lorAy)	 1	 r 6v (1 — cos(k7rAy)1(/)+1)
AtP. (5.4)r k .-'--=

Ay 2 2 + cos(k	
+

irAy))	 (p + 1)! [ Ay2 2 + cos(k7rAy))

As is expected, this is pth order accurate in At and second-order accurate in Ay.
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Ay re r,
0.250000 0.10386642 0.10386642
0.166667 0.10097089 0.10097089
0.125000 0.099970806 0.099970807
0.100000 0.099510430 0.099510430
0.083333 0.099261033 0.099261035
0.071429 0.099110890 0.099110890
0.062500 0.099013536 0.099013537

TABLE 5.1. Experimental and computed values of r with various values of Ay

We first consider the case where ti o = sin(7ry), i.e., a l = 1, a k = 0 for k	 1. The

rate of decay of this solution is -v7 2 . The value of v is fixed at 0.01.

We first examine the behavior as the grid is refined. A series of 7 runs was

performed, with Ay i = 1/2i, I = 2, • • , 8. The third-order RIK scheme was used with

At = 0.01 and a final time T 10. The decay rate was computed by plotting the log

of the the L 2 norm of the solution versus time, at intervals of 0.5. The slope of this

line, computed using a least-squares fit, is then the experimental decay rate. r r . For

this example the decay rate in the continuum limit should be 0.017 2 	0.098696044.

As is seen in table 5.1, to printed accuracy the value of	 agrees with the value of 1.,

computed using 5.3.

Next we examine the behavior of the solution as At and p vary. For the first- and

second-order schemes the timesteps were varied from 1/200 to 1/16; for the third-

and fourth-order schemes we were able to take slightly larger timesteps. For each

run Ay = 1/16 and the final time T = 5. In figure 5.2 we plot IlunH - 1111(T)I
the difference between the norm of the experimental solution and the expected norm

using 5.3 for the decay rate. As is expected, the error of a pth order scheme grows as

AP.

For further comparison, in table 5.2 we have fixed the timestep at 1/20 and for

each value of p we subtracted rc , the rate computed using equation 5.3, from the

experimental decay rate re . This is compared with the leading-order correction as
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P re — rc leading-order correction
1 2.45904 x 10 -4 2.45092 x 10 -4

2 —4.05962 x 10 —4.04457 x 10 -7

3 5.02572 x 10 -10 5.00584 x 10 -1 0

4 —4.96422 x 10 -13 —4.95646 x 10'

TABLE 5.2. Experimental and computed corrections to the decay rate.

determined by equation 5.4.

FIGURE 5.2. Error in norm for (a) first-, (b) second-, (c) third-, and (d) fourth-order
methods. The dashed line in the last three plots have slopes of (b) 2, (c) -3, and (d)
4.

Finally we consider an initial profile that is parabolic and hence contains multiple

frequencies. In fact, for the profile given by u = 4y(1 — y), the sine transform

coefficients are given by

{ 

16 

an — 7 ' 123

0

if n is odd,

if n is even.
(5.5)
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term re re
sin(7y) 0.0992610 0.0992610
sin(37y) 0.934798 0.934798
sin(57y) 2.83502 2.83503
sin(77y) 6.24643 6.24651
sin(97ry) 11.4077 11.4088
sin(117y) 16.4238 16.4294

TABLE 5.3. Computed and experimental values of r with various values of A

The grid size was set at Ay = 1/12 and the fourth-order RE method was used with

a timestep of 0.02, running from t = 0 to t = 1. The coefficients of the sine series

were computed every 10 timesteps, with the rate computed for each term as above.

The results are in table 5.3.

We next consider a similar test case but with nonconstant bottom. In particular.

we set B = eY. Again, if the initial flow has a shear profile it will remain a shear flow.

This time, however, the momentum equation becomes

u t = v(u y + uyy ) .

The incompressibility condition is again automatically satisfied and there is no con-

tribution from the height.

Using the same boundary conditions as before, this equation also has a series

solution. If the initial condition can be written as

CXD

u 0 (y) = CY/2

	
ak sin(k7y) ,

k=1

then the solution will decay as

00

u(y, t) = ake
-ti(k27,2+1/-01. •sink7ry) .

k=1
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Ay re re
0.250000 0.10663812 0.10663812
0.166667 0.10358883 0.10358883
0.125000 0.10253659 0.10253659
0.100000 0.10205237 0.10205237
0.083333 0.10179009 0.10179009
0.071429 0.10163221 0.10163221
0.062500 0.10152985 0.10152985

TABLE 5.4. Exponential topography; experimental and computed values of r with

various values of Ay.

On the same finite element grid as before, the discretized equations become

d (1 e -AY	 e-AY + 6 + e A Y	 1 + e A Y
	u + 	  + 	 u +1 )

dt	 12	 12	 12	 3

y /e+ 1
u

e -AY ± 2 + e A Y	 1 + e'
-	 u.)Ay2	 2	 1 	 2	

+ 	
2

)

n1+1 	. (5.6)

If we assume a solution of the form u (t) = e —J A Y/ 2 EL) ak exp( — rk t) sin(k7rjAy).

we find that
6i) (1 + cosh(Ay) — 2 cosh(Ay/2) cos(k7rAy)

rk = 	Ay 2 3 + cosh(Ay) + 2 cosh(Ay/2) cos(k7rAy))
(5.7)

(k2 72 1/4) + 19/1 2 (16 (k7 )4 8k 2 72 ±	 Ay2 ± 0 ( Ay ,i)

Again we consider an initial profile that is a superposition of frequencies. We

use the initial profile uo () = 4y(1 — y) exp(—y/2), so that the coefficients an of the

weighted expansion above are the same as those for the sine expansion of the parabolic

profile with flat topography, i.e.,

an = 
{

16 	if ri is odd,

0	 if n is even.
n" 3 n 3
	

(5.8)

The grid size was set at Ay = 1/12 and the fourth-order RIK method was used with

a timestep of 0.02, running from t = 0 to t = 1. The coefficients of the weighted sine

series were computed every 10 timesteps, with the rate computed for each terni as

above. The results are in table 5.5.
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term re re
sin(7y) 0.10179009 0.10179009
sin(37y) 0.93756841 0.93756841
sin(57y) 2.8383424 2.8383426
sin(77y) 6.2507393 6.2507535
sin(97y) 11.413538 11.413855
sin(1171y) 16.433389 16.433142

TABLE 5.5. Exponential topography; experimental and computed values of r for
various modes.

5.2 Eigenvalue Solutions

We can also construct exact solutions by writing the equations in streamfunction-

vorticity form. For that we consider the lake equations with flat bottom B = 1,

Ut ±U•VU± Vi =

V• u = O.

We assume that there exists a streamfunction V) such that

u =

and define the vorticity w by

w = VA u= v, —uy .

The divergence-free condition is automatically satisfied, and taking the curl of the

momentum equation gives

Wt + {0,w } = vAw,

where {0, w} = Ox wy — Oywx . In addition to this we have the relation

w = AO.

If we assume further that w = —A 2 1/), then {0, w } = 0 and we have

Wt = UAW,

-A20 = Atp,
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with w = -,\ 2 0. If the domain is a unit square with periodic boundary conditions on

all sides (i.e., a torus), then one solution is z» = 727,1 sin(27x)sin(27y). The resulting

solution for u and 71 is

u = (- sin(27x) cos(27y), cos(27x) sin(27y))c -8720 ,

1
= -

4 
(cos(47x) + cos(47ry))c -167

20 .

This flow, unlike the shear flow, has a nontrivial height and nontrivial advection.

Velocrty 11c1 h t

10

08

0.6

0,4

02

0.0

1 . 0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 , .0	 0.0	0. 2 	0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1 0

FIGURE 5.3. Initial velocity and height. Reference velocity vector has magnitude 1.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the velocity and height at t = 0 and at t = 5. The

amplitude of both has decreased as expected. For the velocity the decrease is by a

factor of 0.0182596, compared with the an expected factor of c -°-4712 0.0192963,

while the height has decreased by a factor of 3.46754 x 10 -4 , compared with an

expected factor of e -0.87r 2 3.72347 x 10 -4 . Nonetheless, the basic profiles of the

velocity and height modulo this factor remained constant.

5.3 Wind Solutions

Finally, we examine some testcases that include a wind forcing. Analytically, the

forcings for these testcases will be balanced by the gradient of the height. so the

ability of the numerical model to replicate this behavior will be tested.
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Velocrty
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FIGURE 5.4. Velocity and height at t = 5. Note the change in scales. Reference
velocity vector has magnitude 0.1.

For each run we plot the field BU, including a reference vector of length 1. This is

a natural field to study, since it measures the mass flow at each location. Also, since

V. (Bu) = 0, this field is divergence free.

We start with a rectangular domain, 0 < x < 1.5, 0 < y < 1, with a flat topogra-

phy B = 1. A cross-type grid was used, with 216 macroelements. The inflow velocity

was specified as

{

(4y — 1,0), 0.25 < y < 0.5,

/Li n = (3 — 4y, 0), 0.5< y <0.75,

(0, 0), else,

along the x = 0 boundary, and the outflow velocity was along the = 1.5 boundary,

0.25 < y < 0.5. The Coriolis force was omitted, the bottom drag coefficient was set

to 1, and v = 0.01. The runs were carried out from T = 0 to T = 5 (At = 0.01),

which was sufficient time for each testcase to reach a steady state.

For the run without wind, the current travels smoothly from the inflow to the

outflow, as seen in figure 5.5. Away from the inflow and outflow the height field has

nearly vertical contours, and in fact 71 —0.1x.

We add a uniform wind forcing 0.1*(cos 50°, sin 50°). This can be balanced by the
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FIGURE 5.5. Flat Topography, No Wind.
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gradient of a height qf = 0.1 cos(50°)x + 0.1 sin(50°)y. Thus, the resulting solution

should only differ from this solution by the addition of 7-if to the height field. Away

from the inflow and outflow, the new height field should be 77 —0.0357x + 0.0766y.

As seen in figure 5.6, this is indeed what is produced.

Flat Topography, Wind
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FIGURE 5.6. Flat Topography, Wind is 0.1(cos(50°),sin(501).

The next testcase has the same domain as before but with a topography with

linear dependence on y: B = 1 ± 9y. With no wind, the results are similar to the case

with flat bottom: the current flows smoothly from the inflow to the outflow, and the

- -

-----3.
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height has nearly vertical contours in the center of the domain. Here the mass flow

is greater in the deeper end, as it should since it is the product of the velocity and

the depth.

Slope Topography, No Wind
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FIGURE 5.7. Slope Topography, No Wind.

Next we included a uniform southward wind forcing f = (0, —0.5). Again. in

this case the velocity field should remain unchanged, and an additional height term

hf = _y log(1 + 9y) will have a gradient to balance the wind:

0.5	 f
Vhf = 1+ 9y ] — —B .
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As is seen in figure 5.8, the velocity is indeed unchanged, and the height field appears

to be adding the correct term.

Slope Topography, Wind
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FIGURE 5.8. Slope Topography, Wind is (0, —0.5).
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Chapter 6

STUDIES OF LAKE ERIE

When considering lakes to model, we need to consider several criteria. First, the

lake's physical features should satisfy the assumptions of the derivation. Specifically,

the aspect ratio S should be small, meaning the lake should be shallow; the Fronde

nutnber € should also be small, meaning the current speed should be much less than

the gravity wave speed; and the ratio of the height variation to the depth should be

O (f 2 ). To use the f-plane approximation we need the latitudinal span to be small,

and away from the equator. Finally, in order to verify the model's output, we need to

choose a lake that has been studied and whose circulation pattern is known to some

extent.

It is due to this last consideration that makes Lake Erie a well-suited choice.

Located between Ohio and Ontario, Lake Erie is used extensively for recreation and

commerce. This heavy use resulted in severe pollution in some areas, and partly

because of the subsequent clean-up effort Lake Erie has been studied in more detail

than most other lakes.

We will first model the Western Basin to determine appropriate discretizat ion pa-

rameters. We also test the sensitivity of the flow to variations in the inflow direction.

Often a change in the inflow can result in a considerable change of the flow in the

domain. Here, however, a small inflow boundary combined with a strong Coriolis

force results in little sensitivity of the flow to changes in the inflow.

We will then model the entire lake under a variety of conditions and observe the

results. With no wind the lake develops a two-gyre pattern in both the Central and

Eastern Basins, and a counter-clockwise vortex in the Western Basin. For a constant,

moderate wind directed northeast, the pattern in the Central Basin is altered so that
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nearshore current flows downstream, with a backflow in the center of the basin. This

pattern is intensified as the wind is strengthened, and the vortex in the Western Basin

starts to be reversed.

We further analyze these results using simpler domains on a scale of the Central

arid Eastern Basins. We observe that the two gyre pattern without wind appears

to be due to a combination of the topography and the Coriolis force that gives the

current a tendency to follow contours of the topography. The pattern arising with the

wind comes from the form of the wind stress term, which is stronger in the shallow

coastal areas and weaker in the deeper center of the basin.

Finally, we will compare the results of the lake runs to experimental data. These

include compilations of measurements taken by drift cards and moored current meters

during various seasons, and measurements using a physical model. The agreement of

our calculations to these measurements is good during conditions of steady wind, but

not as good when the wind is more variable.

A description of Lake Erie highlighting features important for our study is given

in section 6.1. The Western Basin and whole lake runs are in sections 6.2 and 6.3,

respectively, while the runs with idealized basins are in section 6.4. Finally, the

experimental results are shown in section 6.5.

6.1 Lake Erie

Many of Lake Erie's physical features make it suitable for our model. It is the shal-

lowest of the great lakes, with a mean depth of 19 m. Using a typical length scale of

40 km gives a value of 6 = 4.8 x 10 -4 . Also, the typical current speed of 5 cin/s is

much less than the gravity wave speed of 14 m/s, giving a value of e = 3.6 x 10 -3 .

Finally, given Lake Erie's narrow geometry, its range in latitude is 41.38° to 42.91°.

We choose a reference angle of 42.15°, corresponding to f = 9.76 -5 s'. The actual

value of the Coriolis parameter deviates from this value by only 1.5%.
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There are potential difficulties in using Lake Erie as a testcase, though. According

to the derivation of the great lake equations, the scale of the height variation should

be H = e 2 .13 = (1.3 x 10 -5 )(19 m) = 2.5 x 10 -2 cm. The actual scale is about 100

times this, once gravity waves have been eliminated. Moreover, it was assumed in the

derivation for the great lake equations that e = o(6). This is certainly not the case,

as e 10 x S. Finally, stratification in the lake results in surface currents and bottom

currents being quite different. This last point violates the assumption of columnar

motion for the lake equations and a 0(6 2 ) correction to columnar motion for the great

lake equations.

FIGURE 6.1. Lake Erie map and bathymetry.
From [30J; reproduced with permission of the Great Lakes Environmental Research
Lab.

Lake Erie can be divided into three regions: the western basin, the central basin,

and the eastern basin. The western basin, located west of a line between Point Pelee,

Ontario to Cedar Point, Ohio, is the shallowest, with depths from 8 in to 11 in. Unlike

the other basins the western basin has several islands, most notably Pelee Island, the
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three Bass Islands, and Kelleys Island. Except for the islands, the topography is

mostly flat. The central basin extends from this chain of islands to a shallow sandbar

between Erie, Pennsylvania and Long Point, Ontario. Its average depth is 19 ni and

it too is quite flat. The eastern basin is the deepest, with a 64 m-deep bowl-shaped

depression 13 km east of Long Point, Ontario.

The inflow of water to Lake Erie cornes from three principal sources: the Detroit,

River, other rivers and streams, and precipitation. Since the Detroit River accounts

for 80% of the inflow, we will consider it as the sole source of inflow. Similarly, the

Niagra River accounts 88% of the outflow, with the rest accounted by consumption.

evaporation, and the Welland Diversion Canal connecting Lake Erie and Lake On-

tario. We will consider the Niagra River to be the sole outflow. The inflow and

outflow rates can be quite variable but we will assume them to be fixed at 5700 111 3 /s.

6.2 Western Basin

Before doing runs on the entire lake, we first perform runs on the western basin. This

will help us determine appropriate values for the grid size h and the viscosity y, and

also allow us to do some simple analysis on a smaller domain.

Because the viscosity is artificial, the values of h and v are closely related. For

a rectangular grid with equal grid spacing h in both the x and y directions, von

Neumann analysis on the heat equation gives the condition on the timestep At of

At < 0/4y; on the other hand, considering the advection term the CFL condition is

At < h/lul. If we set these bounds on At equal to each other we have that y = hItt1/4.

In general the conditions are not as clean as this, but still we expect that y a h.

Three grids are considered. The coarsest, west324, has 324 velocity nodes, with

the grid spacing ranging from 1.6 km to 8.2 km, with an average spacing of 4.2 km.

The grid west582, with 582 velocity nodes, has grid spacing ranging from 1.9 km

to 5.6 km, with an average spacing of 3.3 km. Finally, the finest grid, west,2201,
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with 2201 velocity nodes, has grid spacing ranging from 0.9 km to 2.8 km, with

an average spacing of 1.6 km. Appropriate ranges for the values for p, for these

grids were 100 < V324 < 250, 50 < V582 < 100, and 20 < V2201 < 50, all in units

of m 2 /s. Comparisons of the results led to the conclusion that west582 was the

preferred grid, as it allowed features of interest to be resolved without costing too

much computationally.

West324
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FIGURE 6.2. West324, u = 25. Reference vector is 100 cm*rn/s

One concern, particularly with the western basin, is the sensitivity of the current

to the inflow. An error in the inflow profile has the potential to make a large error

in the resulting current. For this reason, a variety of inflow angles were tested to

see if there was a noticeable change in the circulation pattern. Figure 6.5 shows the

case with an inflow angle of 25° East of South, while figure 6.6 shows the case with

an inflow angle of 35° West of South. As can be seen in the figures, away from the

inflow boundary the two cases look nearly identical. The reason for this is the strong

contribution of the Coriolis force. With c R 0.0128, the Coriolis term is the largest

term in the momentum equation, and constrains the incoming fluid to veer to the

right, thus following the boundary and creating the counter-clockwise vortex. Hence,
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FIGURE 6.3. West582, v = 10. Reference vector is 100 cm*rn/s
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FIGURE 6.4. West2201, v = 5. Reference vector is 100 cm*m/s
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the solution is largely insensitive to deviations in the inflow angle.

West582
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FIGURE 6.5. Inflow angle is 25° East of South. Reference vector is 100 (10111/s
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FIGURE 6.6. Inflow angle is 35° West of South. Reference vector is 100 citi*iti/s

6.3 Lake Erie Results

In this section we consider the results the Lake Erie runs. In inflow velocity was set

at 27.4 cm/s for a volumetric inflow rate of 5700 m 3 /s. The inflow direction was set

to 85.95° south of west. Unless otherwise stated, the Reynold's number was 20.

Figure 6.7 shows the mass flow circulation with no wind, and a number of interest-

ing features are evident. First, the western basin has a counter-clockwise vortex. The

flow then passes through the three channels connecting the western and central basin:

much of it through the Pelee Passage north of Pelee Island, but some also through

the passages between the Bass Islands and Pelee Island and south of the Bass Islands.

The current then follows the southern shore of the central basin. A clockwise vortex

subsequently develops, which turns the flow northward. A counter-clockwise vortex

just east of this returns the flow to the southern shore where it enters the eastern

basin. Upon entering the eastern basin, the current makes a sharp turn to the right

towards Long Point, and then follows the northwest shore until emptying out into the

Niagra River. This series of turns sets up another pair of counter rotating vortices.

Next, we add a wind of magnitude 1 m/s directed 50° north of east. This is the
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FIGURE 6.7. Lake Erie, no wind. Reference vector is 500 cm*m/s

predominant direction of the wind in the winter. Since this wind is nearly parallel

to the length of the lake, the nearshore current, particularly in the central basin, is

enhanced, in the northeast direction. To counter this flow, a current- in the opposite

direction is set up in the middle of the central basin. The features in the east and

west basins are similar to what they were without the wind, but the currents have

increased.
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FIGURE 6.8. Lake Erie, wind is 1 m/s, 50° N of E. Reference vector is 500 cm*ni/s
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If this wind is increased to 2.5 m/s, as in figure 6.9, further changes occur in the

circulation. The flow in the west basin has reversed from mostly counter-clockwise

to clockwise. This is due to the wind creating a northward current along the east-

ern shore. In the central basin the pattern of northeast flow along the shores and

southwest flow in the middle is still present, but now some vortices have formed. In

particular, there are two prominent vortices: one going clockwise in the western side,

and one going counter-clockwise in the center of the basin. There is also a smaller

clockwise vortex on the northern side of the basin. In the east basin the current is

similar as before, but reversal of the current in the western side is closing on itself,

forming a clockwise vortex.

Mass Flow
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FIGURE 6.9. Lake Erie, wind is 2.5 m/s, 50°. Reference vector is 500 cm*ni/s

Next we consider the effect of a sudden change in the wind. In particular, we

apply a 5 m/s wind at 50° N of E until steady state is reached, and then remove the

wind. Figure 6.10 shows the current at t = 0, the moment that the wind is removed.

There is a prominent two-vortex system in the central basin and also in the eastern

basin, and the circulation in the western basin is clockwise. At t 1.85 days (figure

6.11) the two vortices of the central basin are rotating counter-clockwise about each
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other, as are the vortices in the eastern basin, and the circulation in the western basin

has returned to the counter-clockwise flow it has in the absence of wind. By t 3.70

days (figure 6.12) the current in the whole lake looks very similar to the steady state

with no wind, with the exception o the central basin, where the remnants of the twin

vortices are still rotating about each other. This leads us to conclude that in the span

of a few days the currents will adjust to a change in the mean wind

We finally note that there was no appreciable difference between solutions of

the lake or the great lake equations using data from Lake Erie. The L 2 norms for

identical testcases were equal up to one part in 10 6 . This is not too surprising, since

the coefficient of the additional terms, 6 2 , is roughly 2.26 x 10 -7 . A comparison

using a deeper basin with larger gradients in the topography would perhaps show a

difference between the models.

6.4 Idealized Basins

Here we analyze the results of the runs in the idealized basins. These are domains

with simple geometry and topography roughly to scale with those of basins of Lake

Erie. The goal is to isolate various terms to see how they individually contribute to

the circulation.

The first domain, analogous to the Central Basin, is 200 km by 80 km. We will

consider both a flat topography (B = 10 m) and a topography parabolic in both

directions, with a maximum depth of 25 m at x = 100 m, y = 40 m, as shown in

figure 6.13 The inflow is along x = 0, 0 < y < 20, is normal to the boundary, and

has a parabolic profile with maximum speed of 5 m/s. The outflow is along a: = 200,

0 < y < 20.

We first recall that when the Coriolis force is added to the lake equations, as noted

in section 2.3, the potential vorticity equation becomes

atw + u • Vw = 0,
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FIGURE 6.10. Lake Erie. Reference vector is 500 cm*m/s. Wind is 5 in/s 50 0
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FIGURE 6.11. 1.85 days after wind is removed.
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FIGURE 6.12. 3.70 days after wind is removed.
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FIGURE 6.13. Idealized Central Basin

where w = 13 -1 (V A u - 1/e R) (the viscosity, wind stress, and bottom drag terms

have been neglected). The consequence of having the sum of relative and planet any

potential vorticity advected with the flow is that in areas with low vorticity the current

will tend to travel along paths of constant depth. In figures 6.14 and 6.15 we see the

consequence of this. Figure 6.14 is the case with the flat topography, and is identical

to the case with no Coriolis force. Figure 6.15 has both the parabolic topography

arid the Coriolis force, and as expected the current tries to follow the contours of

B, first staying along the southern border and then curving to the north, before the

geometry of the basin forces it to return to the the southeast corner. This sets up

a counter-clockwise vortex in the center of the basin and a clockwise vortex in the

eastern edge of the basin.
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FIGURE 6.15. Central Basin, Parabolic Topography. Reference vector is 100 cm*m/s
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FIGURE 6.14. Central Basin, Flat Topography. Reference vector is 100 cm*m/s
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Next we add a eastward wind. Because of the factor of I in the wind stress

term, the wind will affect the shallower regions of the domain more strongly than the

deeper regions. This is in fact what is seen in figure 6.16, where a wind uu, = (1,0)

has been added. The current in the shallow regions along the southern and northern

shores becomes stronger in the eastward direction, with a return flow in the deeper

center of the basin. This type of circulation pattern is discussed by Bennett in [11].

In figure 6.17, where a wind u t, = (2.5, 0) has been added, the nearshore eastward

currents are stronger still, and the backflow has rotated so that it's directed northeast

to southwest, thus giving rise to a clockwise vortex on the western side and a counter-

clockwise vortex on the eastern side. This is similar to the behavior of the current in

6.9.

Central Basin—Wind = (1,0)
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FIGURE 6.16. Central Basin, li t, = (1, 0). Reference vector is 100 cm*in/s

We next consider an idealized Eastern Basin; a rectangular domain 100 ni by 80

m, with topography as shown in figure 6.18. The inflow is the same as in the idealized

Central Basin, but the outflow is now at x = 100, 60 < y < 80. As figure 6.19 shows,

in absence of wind the current in this domain also follows contours of the topography,

producing the same snaking pattern that was seen in the Eastern Basin in figure 6.19
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FIGURE 6.17. Central Basin, uu, = (2.5,0). Reference vector is 100 cm*ni/s

FIGURE 6.18. Idealized Eastern Basin
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Eastern Basin
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FIGURE 6.19. Eastern Basin. Reference vector is 100 cm*in/s

Finally we examine the effect of a change in the wind. Figure 6.20 shows the

steady state circulation in the idealized central basin with no inflow or outflow and

with a steady wind of 5 m/s to the east. At this point the wind is removed. Figures

6.21 and 6.22 show the current at 1.85 days and 3.70 days later. The twin vortices

are rotating counter-clockwise about each other and decaying, just as was observed

in the case for Lake Erie. This rotation is due to an interaction between the Coriolis

force and the gradient of the topography; see, e.g., [4] or [24].
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FIGURE 6.22. 3.70 days after wind is removed.
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6.5 Experimental Results

A good summary of efforts to measure currents in the Great Lakes can be found in

[10]. Historically, currents were determined by releasing drift bottles or cards into a

lake and then interpolating the current after their retrieval, or by observing the drift

of boats and fishing nets. These methods, however, only give a measure of the surface

currents, which are strongly affected by the wind and hence can differ markedly from

the mean current. In the past thirty years, more sophisticated current measuring

devices have been developed, including current meters that can be moored at several

locations across the lake to give a better measure of the current at various depths,

and seabed drifters which travel along the current at the lake floor. From the data

collected by these instruments a mean current can be computed.

However, as Saylor and Miller in [58] admit, "efforts to measure water currents

and to derive resulting circulation patterns are at best frustrating." For that reason,

some researchers constructed a laboratory model of Lake Erie, using a horizontal

length scale of 1:200,000 and a vertical length scale of 1:500. The model was enclosed

in a rotating lab, designed to mimic the Earth's rotation; see [56].

In [10], Beletsky et al., compiling measurements from various sources (but par-

ticularly from [58]), provide a profile of the mean circulation for the summer and

winter, as well as the annual mean circulation. The pattern in the summer shows a

two-vortex system in the central basin, with a clockwise vortex in the eastern side

and a counter-clockwise vortex on the western side. This is similar to figure 6.7, but

our results show a weaker, more isolated clockwise vortex. Also, we do not see the

westward current along the eastern half of the southern shore that appears in their

results. The rough agreement may be due to the fact that the summer wind is quite

variable (see [15]), so using no wind is a good approximation. However, due to the

nonlinearities in the problem, a steady state with no wind is not the same as a time-

averaged profile with a forcing whose mean is zero. Thus, discrepancies between the
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two are not surprising.

The winter profile shows the nearshore current in the central basin traveling east-

ward, with a return flow in the middle of the basin. This is similar to our results

using the 50° wind. The agreement here can be understood because in winter there

is a prevailing wind from the southwest, such as that in the model.

The circulation pattern seen in the laboratory model with no wind stress compares

quite well to our results for no wind. The Western Basin has a counter-clockwise

vortex, with much of the current passing through the Pelee Passage. In the Central

Basin the current travels eastward along the southern shore and along the eastern

half of the northern shore. Finally, there is a clockwise gyre in the Eastern Basin

above Long Point.

Thus, we conclude that our model can reasonably reproduce qualitative features

of the long-time circulation in Lake Erie and other similarly sized lakes or seas.



FIGURE 6.23. Summer circulation on Lake Erie. From Beletsky et al. [101: repro-
duced with permission of the author.
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FIGURE 6.24. Winter circulation on Lake Erie. From Beletsky et al. [10]; reproduced
with permission of the author.
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Lakes Research.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis we have developed a model for long-time large scale horizontal circulation

in a lake-sized basin of water. This model starts with shallow water models and

incorporates physics essential for lake modeling. The model equations are well-posed,

arid hence the finite element discretization we use is stable, with discrete solutions

converging to the solution of the continuous problem as the grid is refined.

We then used this model to study the circulation of Lake Erie. In cases of no wind

or steady wind forcing, our results compare well with measurements of the actual lake

and of a physical model.

More could still be done with this model. The response of the current to a wind

varying in space and time could be studied. This situation is more realistic, particu-

larly during the summer. Also, tracers could be added to the velocity field to study

where in the lake contaminants and nutrients would collect.

Some more physics could be added to the model without significantly increasing

the computational complexity. A scalar field such as temperature can be advected

with the flow. Also, a two-layer or multi-layer model could possibly reproduce the

stratification often seen in the deeper basins.

Comparisons of this model with other models might also be interesting. One

such comparison could be against the Green-Naghdi equations (see [31]). which are

the free-surface analogues of the great lake equations. Such a comparison would

demonstrate the importance of gravity waves on the large-scale circulation. Also, a

teStcase that shows clear differences between the lake and great lake equations would

demonstrate the physical consequences of the additional great lake terms.
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Appendix A

SOBOLEV IMBEDDING THEOREMS

The following theorems are very useful in our analysis of the weak formulation of the

model equations, particularly in chapter 3 and section 4.2. The statement below is

due to [27], and proofs can be found in [1].

Theorem 1. Let Q be an open Lipschitz-continuous subset of R, 2 and let p E R.

with 1 < p < oc and in and n E ./V. with n < in. The following imbeddings hold

algebraically and topologically:

1/17 rn'P(Q) c {W

n ' q (Q)

14q (Q)

C(Q)

if 1/q = 1/p — (in — n)/2 > O,

V q E [1, Do) if 1/p = (in — n)/2,

provided l/p < (ln — n)/2.

(Al)

Moreover, if Q is bounded, the last inclusion holds in C"(Q) and the imbedding of

14 , '»P (S2) into Wn'q (Q) is compact for all real q that satisfy:

{

1 < q < 2p/(2 — (m — n)p) whenever (m, — n)p < 2,

1 < q < oo when (m — n)p = 2 .

In addition, these compact imbeddings are also valid for negative n or m,.

Theorem 2. Assume Q as above. Let m i , m 2 , and m be three non-negative integers

and p i , p2 , and p be three real numbers in [1, co) such that m i < m,,m, 2 < 'in, and

either

M1 ± M2 - M > 2( /P1 1/p2 — 11p) > 0, m — in> 2(1/n.  1/p), i = 1,2

or

OT (A.2)

m i + m2 — m > 2(1/p i + 1/p2 - 1/p) >	 - m > 2(1/p, — 1 /p), ? = 1, 2 .
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Then the mapping u,v —> u • v is a continuous bilinear map from 14: 17 " 'in (S2 ) x

wrn2,p2 (Ç2) into Wm'P(Q).
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Appendix B

WEAK FORMS

In this section we consider the weak form of the Great Lake equations, integrating

by parts to write the various terms conveniently. We first multiply the momentum

equation by Bit, where it is a test function in the same space as u and ill aQ = O. The

equation now becomes

G • BdS2 + f (u • Vu) • BdQ + f (u • V(u G — u)) • it BdS2

+ f • Vu ) . ( uG — u) BdS2 + f it, • V7] BdS -2 —	 f u -1- • BdM
f2	 ER

Cb
[11113 (Vu + (Vu) T — 12 V• u)] • ftd5.2 — — f luI 2 u•itdS2 + f f	 BdS2.

(5.	 Q
(B.1)

Similarly, multiplying the continuity equation by a test function 7) from the same

space as n and integrating gives

fiV • (Bu) dS2 = 0.

Recall that

U G = U 
62132

6
	 V(V• U).

Some of the integrals in B.1 are not convenient for their eventual use in the

finite element method, so we integrate by parts. In particular, we consider the time

derivative (integral 1), nonlinear (integrals 2, 3, and 4), height (integral 5), and

viscosity (integral 7) terms. In the following we will assume that V. (Bu). Also. we

will write down all boundary integrals that arise but assume that ulaQ = itlaQ = O.

(B.2)

(B.3)
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B.0.1 Time Derivative

Substituting the expression for uG in the integral 1 gives

62
•u t B d5-2 + —

6
A,

where

A = f it-V(V•ut)B3dS2
f2

= — f y• (Bit) (V • u t )B2 dS2 — 2 f (it • VB)(V • ut)B 2 dQ +
f2 an

n•ii(V• u t )B (Ls.

If we assume that V. (BU) = 0, then we have that the time derivative term becomes

62
•(u t + —

3 
VB(u t • VB)) B d(2

B.0.2 Nonlinearities

Integral 2 earl be written as

(u•Vu)•ii BdS2 = — f [(u•Vu)•it — (u•Vit)-u] BdS2	
a

	+ — 	 n• uu • Bds
2 f? 	2 	 s?

Integrals 3 arid 4 can be written as

— u • Vii)• (u G — u) BdS2 = f(u •Vu — u • VU)• (B2 V(V • u)) Bd52
6

=	 Led.VU U.Vit) V ( U.:B ) B 3 dQ

62	 6.2
=	 +	 t•V u — u -V it) • V B(u • V B) B(1Q
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where

A = f [(Vii) ± : (Vu) +ii•V(V• u)— (Vu) -L : (Vii) — u• V(V • ii)1 • (u•VB) B 2 dQ
f2

•V (u• V (log B)) — u• V (u • V (log B))] (u • VB) B 2 dS-2

(VV (log B)) • u — u• (VV(log B)) • it] (u • VB)B 2 dS2

— f (it • Vu — u • Vii)-	 (u • VB)B 2 dQ
f2

( 14 •Vu — u .Vù)•VB(u. V B) B d.

Thus, we have that the third and fourth integrals can be written as

62
—3 	(ii•Vu — u•Vii)•VB(u• VB)B dQ.

In the above process of integration by parts, all boundary integrals have been ne-

glected. For completeness, they are

6 2	 62
n• (ft• Vu — u•Vit)(V• u)B 3 ds + —	 n•u ii•V(V• u)B 3 ds.

6 LI 	6 , -

B.0.3 Height

For integral 5 we have

•V7/ BdQ =
 — f r/V • (Bii) dS2 +	 n • Bds

f2	 0S-2

B.0.4 Viscosity

For integral 7 we have

ff2 
[V .

 
(VB (Vu + (VU) T — 12V• 'U))] • iidS2

f [vu (vu) T — I2v.	 [v.14 + (vfL)T — 12 v. ii]i3cm

+	 n• [Vu + (Vu) T — 12V • • WM.
df2

-

ff2

- L



Thus, the integral form of equations B.1 and B.2 is

6.2	 1
(u t + —

3 
VB(u t • .713))B dQ + — f [(u•Vu)•ii — (u•Vii)•u] BdS -2

2	 Ç-2
62

L—	 • VU — U• Viz) • VB(u • VB)B dQ
 — f 71V • (BU) (IQ — —1	u • U LOS/

3	
.

— f [VU (VU)T — 12 v. u] : [vi-L + (vfi)' - 12 v. it)BdS2
2

Cb— — f	 f f • BdQ,

i/N7 • (Bu) dS-2 -,- O.
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(B.1)

(B.5)
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Appendix C

A NOTE CONCERNING OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

For an outflow boundary, the specified outflow velocity can have an abrupt, unphysical

change from the interior velocity near the boundary. Leaving the outflow boundary

"open", that is, not specifying the outflow velocity explicitly, can give more realis-

tic velocity profiles. The condition fao n uBds = 0 must still be satisfied, and a

boundary condition for the outflow will still exist. However, it will no longer be an

essential condition, imposed on the space of trial functions. Instead, it will be a nat-

ural condition, corresponding to the boundary integrals arising in a particular weak

formulation, and thus are only weakly imposed. See, i.e., [68].

If the values of the velocity are not fixed along the open boundary, then the bound-

ary condition is completely determined by the treatment of the boundary integrals.

For example, in [52], Papanastasiou et al. retain the boundary integrals in the weak

formulation. The resulting boundary condition, as analyzed [33] and [55]. is

d i + l u

dni+1 = 0,

where I is the order of the element. In [38], only the boundary integral with ti is

retained, resulting in a Neumann-type boundary condition for u.

A more common approach is to set the boundary integrals to zero. For the lake

equations the boundary integrals are

—
1	

n • uu • ii,Bds + 
a 

nri•itsds + v	 n• (Vu + (Vu) T —	 U12) • itBdS
s2

Setting this expression to zero and separating the coefficients of the normal and

tangential components of it gives

1 2
— U	 + v(an un — atut) = 0,
2 n

— UnUt 11(3ttin + 0010 = O.
2
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These boundary conditions have been studied in [39] and are shown to give realistic

results for a variety of flows. However, this method gives erroneous results if there is

an external force tangential to the open boundary. This is demonstrated in [39] by

considering the case of a unit square domain [0, 1] x [0, 1] with u = 0 on three sides

and an open boundary on the right side with the constant force f = (0, —1). The

exact solution of this problem is u = 0 and 77 = 0.5 — y. However, as can be seen in

figure C, the computed velocity is certainly nonzero.

Velocity
	

Height

0.0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0
	

0.0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0 8	 .0

FIGURE C.1. Velocity is zero on all sides. Pressure balances forcing.

The recommendation offered in [39] to correct this problem is to subtract the

boundary integral fr2 Pf û • nBds from the right side of equation 3.9. where Pf =

f • ds. The reason for this can be understood as follows. Any function f E 1:2 (Q) 2

can be decomposed as f =VPf+ VA Q1 . The component P1 will simply be absorbed

into n , and an integration by parts gives

Pf) • fLBA2 = f 131V • (1317)dQ f Pfn • 1-113dS

Thus, we need to subtract the boundary integral so that the correct balance is
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achieved.
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1 0
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4--
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0 4 - 1 1 0.4

0.2 „ 0.2

0 - 0.0

0.0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0	 0.0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 .0

FIGURE C.2. Open boundary on right side. Pressure no longer balances forcing near
the open boundary.
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•	 -0.40

0.8 0.8 -

-0.20 	

0.6 -	 1 0.6 -

1 0.00

0.4 - 0.4

0.20

0.2 0.2

-	 -0.40

0.0 0.0

0.0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0	 0.0	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6	 0.8	 1.0

FIGURE C.3. Open boundary with [39] correction.
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However, this correction is not entirely effective. As is seen in figure C, there is

still a considerable non-zero velocity. The solution is closer to the true solution in

that the non-zero velocity is confined to a few gridpoints from the boundary, and

the norm of the velocity is O(x). Nonetheless, this method does riot appear to

adequately model flows with external forces.

These boundaries are effective in establishing an initial flow, though. If the inflow

is specified, an initial flow using these open boundary conditions can be generated

which will satisfy the incompressibility condition 3.9a. In practice, once this initial

flow is established, the outflow boundary conditions are switched to Dirichlet. Then

the mass conservation is preserved and the troublesome problem with external forces

is avoided.
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